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DON'T LET LAW SCHOOL
DRIVE You CRAZY!
Mahe The Rig'ht Turn
To A Higher GPA With

FLEMING~S FUNDAMENTALS OF
THE LEGAL
14

Don't Miss ...

LAW

EXAM WRITING WORKSHOP

REASONS WHY You MusT ATTEND •••

ill Learn

How to Improve Your Grades from a Recognized
Expert-Professor Jeff A . Fleming
fl!' Learn Effective· Exam Problem-Solving Techniques
fl!' Learn the Difference Between Essay and Multistate
Strategy
fl!' Learn the Difference Between the A,B and C Essay

f!f" Student Will Write Two Exams for Critique
· fl!' Learn In-Depth Issue Spotting Methods
f!f" Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues
f!f" Learn Comprehensive Outlinin'g t Organizational
Strategies

iii!"" Learn How to Properly Interpret
Calls of Questions
iii!"" Learn How to Develop Successful
Legal Arguments (Fact to Element
Analysis)
iii!"" Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis
iii!"" Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook
and Legal Exams
iii!"" Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and
Study Time
iii!"" Learn How to Write the Superior Answer

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS
SAN MATEO

• Saturday, September 20, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, September 21, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at the Villa Hotel. 4000
S. El Camfoo Real, San Mateo, Camino Room.

SAN DIEGO

• Saturday, September 27, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, September 28, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at the California
Western School of Law,
350 Cedar Street, San Diego, in the Auditorium.

ORANGE COUN'IY

• Saturday, October 4, 1997 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm,
I :30 pm-4:00 pm
• Sunday, October 5, 1997 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm,
I :30 pm-4:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian
College, 2500 E . Nutwood at Commonwealth,
Fullerton (across from California State University,
Fullerton),
Second Floor, Room 205.
Los ANGELES
• Saturday, October 18, 1997 : I 0:00 am-4:00 pm
• Sunday, October 19, 1997 : I 0:00 am-4:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at the Ramada
Hotel, 6333 Bristol Parkway, Culver City in the
Projection Room .

VENTURA

. RIVERSIDE

.

•Saturday, October 18, 1997: Noon - 6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 19, 1997 : Noon - 6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given at the Ventura College of
Law, 4475 Market St., Ventura . Classroom #4
VIDEO PRESENTATION.

BAKERSFIELD

• Saturday, November 15, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
•Sunday, November 16, 1997: Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be held at California Southern
School of Law, 3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room
number will be posted on the day
the seminar.
VIDEO PRESENTATION.

of

• Saturday, October 18, 1997 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm
• Sunday, October 19, 1997 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm
• All sessions will be given at the California Pacific
School of Law, 1600 Truxtun Ave , Bakersfield.
Room number will be posted on the day of the
seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

,:.

N o Tapt• R cco nlm g Pcrmilr c1l

SJ 50°0 per Person
SJ25°0 Group Rate

• Saturday, October 18, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 19, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian
College, 2500 E. Nutwood Ave. (at Titan) Fullerton
(across from Cal. State University, Fullerton), Room
21 5A. Course Lecturer for this Session Only:
Professor Mara Felger, Attorney at Law, Legal
Education Consultant.

(Group rate available to groups of 5 who register together
at least one week before the desired seminar.)

Registration at Door

SACRAMENTO

SJ 6000

(if Space Available):

Course Available hy Mail Order for $J72•0

•Saturday, October 18, 1997 .:- Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 19, 1997 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given at American Books,
725 J St., Sacramento. VIDEO PRESENTATION

Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant
For the past fifteen years, Professor Fleming has .devoted his legal career towards the
development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar
Candidates in exam ~ting techniques and substantive law.
Professor Fleming's experience indudes the lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and
First, Second arid Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review
Semipar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving
interU;ive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the superior answer He is the Founder and
Lecti,irer of lonf'Short Tenn Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of ttie Performance Exam
,Solution and Multistate Examination Workbook, the creator of The Exam Solution Thpe Series, which aids law students
'in eqm preparation, the Author of the First Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook. the Second Year Essay
Exall11nation Writing Workbook, and the Third Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook. These are available in legal
lxx>kftores throughout the United States.
·
·
Profe6sor Fleming has determined that the major problem for most law students is weak analytical skills, Most students
can learn the law, but application of the law Is a stumbling block under exam conditions. Professor Fleming has
structured his programs to lndude both substantive law and legal analysis training. This provides the combination
nece$ssary for the development of a more well-prepared and skillful law student and Bar candidate. These courses have
mad~. it possible for thousands of iaw students to improve their grades and ultimately pass the Bar exam.

,:--

No EAc c plion s. MtUlc

Pre-Registration Guarantees Space
and Workbook:

ORANGE COUNTY

Course Lecturer:
PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING

Endorsed (Jy Ifie
Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi

(includes tax, shipping & handling)

Registration Form

(Please Type or Print)

C i t y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State: - - - Zip: - - - -

Telephone: ( _ __

LawSchool : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of Semester in Which Currently Enrolled: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Graduation Date: _ _ __

Workshop Location/Date to be A.ttt!nded: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - form of Payment:

a

Check

Q Money Order

0 MasterCard

0 Visa

{Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals Of I.Aw)

Cl Discover

Credit C a r d # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Credit Card Expiration Date:
Driver's License#_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

----

Date~'

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW
23166 Los Alisos Blvd .. Suite 238, Mission Viejo, CaHfomia 926•>1

California Toll Free: I (800) LAW EXAM

7t4n70-7030
e-mail: flemlngs I@aol.com

Fax: 714/454-8556
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from the editor
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Maya Lee

MANAGING EDITOR

- Dan Kaminsky

ARTICLES EDITOR

Michelle Baker

ART DIRECTOR

Curtis Crews

ADVERTISING REPRESENTITIVE

well-dressed, generally good-looking people. Maybe it
is time to start moping about "more important" issue,
such as world peace, starving children, infectious disease or the deterioration of the global environment.
Mother Teresa cared. As a matter of fact, Princess Diana
cared too. Perh'aps all these "mourners" ought to carry
on her legacy by caring about the world, its people and
its problems (and attempting to rectify the problems)
rather than whining about an unfortunate accident about
which it is far too late to do anything at all.
It would be a real tragedy if we continue to
ignore the true problems of our world and their practical remedies while there still is opportunity to do so.
Please enjoy the issue.

I have the nagging suspicion that no one ever
reads this column. So here goes my latest version of
useless personal commentary:
Namely, this Princess Diana hype is really
beginning to get on my nerves. It has been near-impossible lately to get through an entire magazine or night of
television without hearing more pitiful moping about
the "great tragedy." Please don't read this incorrectly:
the passing of the young princess was very sad, and the
current plight of her two sons even more sad.
However, those two (quite unlike most orphans in this
world) will probably never go hungry, live in abject
poverty or suffer from a lack of personalized attention.
If they choose, they will have the best education money
can buy (with no student loans) and be surrounded by

Mike O'Connor

IJ CU-1~ ·o

..(J

September Contents

WEB PAGE ARTIST

Zach Roberts

U.S.D.'s Trial Team kicks ass

PHOTO EDITOR

Historical and current news on the team ....... 7

Paul Devine

How to be civilized

How to be both popular and employed ........ 7

Published Since 1971 by

West Bar Reviews leaves town

Tm: UNIVm&IY OF SAN DIEGo

The "other" bar review course folds ............... 8

ScHooL OF I.Aw

Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

Page 12

LAW SCHOOL NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD
CHAIR

The Motions Question .of the Month

Advice on how to get a job .............................. 9

Alumni Spotlights

BingRui

Melisssa Cates '86 and Alan Saxe '81 ............ 10

VICE CHAIR

Leena Khan

TREASURER

Where did you spend your summer?

Dina Davalle

Tales from foreign lands ................................ 12

SECRETARY

Christian Scott
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Sexual Harassment in the locker room

Maya Lee

Alumni Torts Competition this week ............ 14

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

Carrie Wilson

The contents of this publication do not
reflect the views or opinions of The
University of San Diego School of Law, The
University of San Diego, The USD Law
School News Organization, or the Editors,
Directors, or Staff of the publication and are
solely the products of the authors in their
individual capacities. Unsigned editorials
reflect only the view of the Editorial Staff of
the USD Law School News Organization, a
Student Organization organized consistent
with University Policy.

Page 15

Many special photos of September events .... 15

What we did this summer

Excerpts from private memoirs ..................... 16

Movie reviews for a new autumn

MOTIONS welcomes all letters, guest
columns, complaints, and commentaries.
All submissions must be signed and include
daytime and evening phone numbers. We
reserve the right to edit for style and length.

Revealing how Demi became a SEAL .... .. ..... 18

Reflections on the National Pastime

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

(619) 260-4600 ext. 4343

The State of Baseball by "EZ Money" Dave .. 22

t
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What happened at the picnic and Pub Crawl
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OPINION
Beginning with the
October 1997 issue of
Motions, we will be running a
new opinion section entitled:

";ffiap it

Jllease tbe
<!Court ... ''

This section will be composed of
letters to the editor based on monthly topics and printed in a point to
counterpoint style. The topics will
include current legal and ethic_al
issues and will be printed as a
prompt in the prior month's issue.
Both topic ideas and commentary
are encouraged and welcomed from
any source, including our own student body and faculty, those of
other law schools, the San Diego
legal community at large ant!:_ any·- - one- else who gets their hands on an
issue and is so moved to contribute.
Submissions should attempt to
be limited to about a page of commentary so that we can accommodate as many viewpoints as possible. They are due by the 12th of
each month for printing in the next
edition of Motions. Please submit
your letters to Dan Kaminsky,
Managing Editor, either in the USD
student mailbox, or at Motions,
University of San Diego School of
IAw, P.O. Box 1174, 5998 Alcala
Park, San Diego, CA 92110, (619) ·
260-4600 Ext. 4343.
!he prompt for the October
issue is:
Affirmative action has come
under increased criticism over the
last few decades. Although there
are some less popular views that
may support or reject the conce pt
of affirmative action based on racist
ideals, the mainstream community
seems to have narrowed the controversy down to two distinct ideas.
Though these two ideas share the
common goal of one day
evolving into a society in
which people are judged

--···-·- ----- --- ,

by "the content of their character"
task performance at a
rather than their physical traits, they lower level. Progress is
diverge at the point of methodoloalso a legitimate public intergy.
est, and progress is best achieved
On one side of the spectrum
through competition and an open
there are those who feel that our
market. Our country, .it is widely
society is currently caught in an
believed, thrives in main part
endless cycle of oppression. As a
because we challenge each other to
result of prior slavery and minority
do better and be better at any given
exclusion due to racism, our curtask. Affirmative action chills comrent social composition is unjustly
petition by not awarding the "fruits"
skewed to favor a majoritarian
to those who deserve it the most,
white power. The current prevathe ones who's merits are higher.
lence of racist attitudes and miscon- This viewpoint does not ignore the
ceptions, it is thought, works to
problem of racism but espouses
maintain this social imbalance.
education and ideological reeonOpportunity in both education and
struction as the answer rather than
the workplace is severely limited by affirmative action which may .only
this prevalence of racism in the
address the symptom of racism
power incumbent majority, making
rather than the cause.
social "advance" a near impossible
California, often being the piodream for most members of minorineer in our countries legal efforts,
ty- groups .. It is thought that affirhas recently passed proposition
mative action programs sweep past
209, the California Civil Rights
the racist attitudes and award variInitiatiye. This law effectively elimous opportunities to minority
inates ~ffirmative aqion programs
groups. The theory then follows
from public ~ducatidn and employment. For now, it seem·s-t0- 1:1ave- --~.~
that once enough minority group
members -have: ('-infiltrated". the
Withstood Constitutional attacks
incumbent majority, either one of
based on equal protection. The
two things will happen: 1) the over-. results of proposition 209 have
all attitude of the empowered
recently headlined the news.
majority will change so that individ- Minority acceptance and attendance
ual judgments are made on merit
at some of the UC systems educaalone, or 2) the newly established
tional facilities has significantly
minority segment of the empowdropped. Both sides point to these
ered class will be able to ..'.'balance"
facts in support of their position.
the racism of the majority of the
Affirmative action supporters are
empowered incumbent group. In
outraged b)' the injustice the law
either event, equal opportunity, at
serves by: taking a step backwards
least in a sense of overall statistics,
in removing minorities from social
will be afforded to every member
advancement opportunities. The.
of society so that affirmative action
oppositions responds that the only
programs will no longer be necesinjustice is the one highlighted by
the remarkable number of minorisary.
ties who were resting on affirmative
On the other side of the line
_action· rather than their 'individual
are those who feel that affirmative
action is simply another problem or merit,. and the equal number of
individuals who were deprived of
an addition to the problem rather
those opportunities simply because,
than a solution. By singling out
regardless of the ir race or religion,
peo"ple based on solely racial charthey didn't qualify for affirmative
acteristics, we are participating in ~
action assistance.
the exact behavior we are attemptWill more states follow the
ing to eliminate. It is thought that
affirmative action further segregates . California plan? Is this the right
direction for our Country?_ .
society by highlighting racial differences and fostering resentment
across racial and ethnic lines.
What do you think?
Furthermore, awarding positions in
education and employment to peoDan Kaminsky,
ple based on traits other than merit
Managing Editor
and ability will inevitable lead to

Hate
Crimes on
Campus
Continue
Dear Editor,
Last year, a vandal, U§ing highly
inflammatory language, defaced
posters that belonged to BGALLSA
(Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Law
Student Association). The dean of
the law school published a memo
addressing the incident. It was
received well, discussed for a while,
and then forgotten. Unfortunately,
the hatred, bigotry, and cowardice
that fueled the attack on BGALLSA
has once again surfaced. A swastika
was recentlv discove::ed in the men's
bathroom in the LRC. It was immediately reported to the library staff, Bill
Anderson (Law School Building
Manager), and Rona Sampson (Head
of Campus Security). The vile piece
of graffiti was quickly covered and a
work order was placed to remove it.
To make matters worse, this was not
a single incide nt. JLSA Qewish Law
Student Association) and BLSA (Black
Law Students Association) have also
falle~ victim to similar vandalism. A
swastika was written on a JLSA poster
and a derogatory word was written
· on a BLSA sign. ·The perpetrator or
perpetrators of these hate crimes is
not known at this time.
My reaction to these incidents are
mixed. On one hand , my emotions
get the best of me and I feel the
need to seek vengeance. On the
other hand, I strongly believe that a
-community can only be nefit from
open debate. However, this person
by stating his/ her idea and then hiding behind a cloak of anonymity,
open discussion w ith such a coward
is impossible . A brave and confident
person stands behind his/ her ideas,
no matter how unpopular. It is a
shame that at a school, where debate
and discussions are what we learn, a
person has fallen through the cracks
and has learned nothing:
.-

~.-- · ··-·· ·

J ,

Danesh L. Tandon
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The -Electronic Parent: How Soon ·-un.til our
Television Sets Start Breastfeeding our Children?
By Richard Ormond

Television has become the parent
of children who are being raised on
the cusp of the new millennium. As
parents are struggling at work just .
trying to get by, the electronic parent
Is molding and shaping the impressionable young minds of America's
future .
Why is it that in the 1950s a
household could be maintained in
comfort with only one spouse in the
work force, yet today double-income
households still have trouble making
· ends meet?
Who in society benefits from hav
ing both parents out in the working
world? Corporate. America benefits
by having a larger work force, forcin
couples to prioritize work before
family and creating the ability for
television corporations to raise ·
America's children behind the working parents' backs.
Netw9rk television and cable 1V
.are using commercials to expose and
capture future consumers at the earliest possible stage. Family, and espe- cially family interaction, has gone by
the wayside, replaced by afternoon
cartoons. The bottom line of corporations has now established a solid
foundation in every living room in
America.
There is an innocence lost in the

AM][CU§
Good morning, class. My name is
Professor Doom. I JUSt wanted .
to welcome you to your f;rst
year at USD law...

first moments a television is intro- «duced into a child's life. In the past,
children learned by imitating their
family's behavior. ·Today1 unfortunately, children learn by imitating
their favorite television shows and

colleges arid universities?
Along with the indoctrination of
future consumers (i.e . our children),
there also comes the side-effect of
desensitization, which exposes all of
us to the extreme acts df inhumanity.

commercials. How many young children "Just Do It" on the basketball
courts, while failing to meet the
enrollment requirements of America's

.In the past, strong subjects, such as
death, were dealt with infrequently .
and us~ally on a very personal ·level.
Today we witness de.ath on the news

and on our favorite daily shows.
God forbid a human being was ever
exposed to war, yet today, in the
name of entertainment, war is an
everyday event. Sex, divorce, disease
and greed are no exception.
_ Complex issues of sex, death,
pestilence, destruction and false
dreams solved in one episode are
creating an "insta-society" where people want to solve au problems--right .
now. Instead of facing adversity ·in
our lives we run away from it, or
even worse, shoot at it. The
extremes of society are rio 'longer
shocking.
Human interaction is quickly dissolving and is being replaced by an
image ridden glass screen that does
not answer back, instead it only tells
you what you·wantto hear. ! Dealing
with other people will become a rarity and a challenge. Dealing with.
long term problems is already a foreign concept.
What type of parent is a television set? It is the equivalent of that
vile uncle that you never want to
invite over to your house. Yet, with
television, we have him over everyday, baby-sitting and teaching our
children.
·Corporate America needs to be
more responsible to our children, if
they plan to raise them.
·

by WILL GEDDES and' J.c: WILMORE
Over the gourse of the next.few
weeks it will i:ly my jot> to crush
your indiv idual wills.. . I will
accomplish this by endlessly
dodging relevant (;\uest1ons while
telling ir·relevant 5torie5 1n a

This wil l transform your irrtellects
into a "arm of gelatinous dessert
on which I feed "to enhance my evil
powers.

· Yes . ..by all means, Struggle... it
only makes it easier for me to
consl.ITle your life-force.

Hey, what's goirJ0 on in here?
· Mr. Amicus. shouldn''t you be in
clas.sf'
Uh... just wamiing
them up for you,
professor. . .

Hey! I'm paying

$20k a year for
this? I d~mand an

The view points expressed in the opinion section of Motions do not represent the views ofthe University of San Diego or the Motions ' staff but are the sole opinion
of the author. Any responses or letters to the editor should be submitted ~m a computer disk and a.dressed to a member of the Motions Editorial Staff through student
·
mailboxes or the Motions office. We encourage and welcome all commentary. 260-4600 Ext. 4343

---·~------

-------~------·-··
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Last semester, a law student wrote ·the
following ·letter to the Dean:
Dear.Dean Strachan (and for publicity's sake, the Editor):

idea which firms will eventually -select
them for an interview. As a -result,
many students areusing these small
firm interviews as a "warm up" to get
prepared for the larger firms. Many of
these smaller firms ·are a better suited
for non~law review students. However,
because of the existing procedures,
not enough students are getting interviews and. not all of the smaller firms
end up hiring USD students.

other paper class; except for 'ours,
have an 83 average? Perhaps, we
would have decided to take another
class had we known this.

Spring 1996 semester, after approximately two years of deliberation in
·committee, the faculty voted to
impose mandatory grading standards·
for all required courses. The effective
date for this change was Summer
1996. Notice of the new grading policy was given to all law students with
the Fall 1996 registration materials.
The current versions of the Student
Handbook and Bulletin incorporate
·the. changes.
Under the new grading policy,
the maximum average grade for the
Professor's co'urse is 81 .0. At a faculty _
meeting this fall, the faculty considered whether to increase the required
average for paper courses with small
enrollments, but [they] did not act on
the proposal. The discussion revealed
that the fa~ulty believed small variations from ·the mandatory standards
were within the Dean's discretion
under the existing rules. Because of
the small number of students in the ·
·class and the rigorous paper component, the Dean permitted the average
to be slightly above 81.0.
As to.the other issues in your
letter, ;you should know that Dean
~wilson cannot unilaterally change law
school rules or policies. She does,
however, listen to students and bririgs
stude11l views on policy or rule
changes for further con sideration.
Dean Strachan meets with various student groups and makes herself available to meet generally with students
once a week in -the Writs. She often
acts on, items mentioned to her at
m~etinis. . .
. .. .
We have already been working on several of the items you mentioned in your letter. At its last meeting; the Aca<femic ·Rules Con:miitee
tal~ed about some of the items that
would require a ch,ange in the
Ac~demic Rules; such as the due date
for Spring semester grades. Ari S.B.A.
representative also brought some of
the issues in your letter to the faculty
at its' last meeting. While no one can
promise that all the c_hanges you seek
will occur, the appropriate person or
groups is carefully considering them.

7, I attempted to talk to Assistant
Dean Carrie Wilson about these con-.
second year law student
who is extremely displeased with the
cerns. It is my understanding that she
USD administration. My main. source
is the Dean of Student Affairs and the ~
person I should talk to concerning·
of displeasure is that the admiriistrathese issues. While she was courteous,
tion fails to operate for the benefit of
the students. Finding a job is an
she seemed unconcerned and failed to
already di~fkult task and it becomes
3. It would greatly help studentS to
answer any of my questions. Her sugsignificantly more difficult when the
get grades out earlier tha,n seven
'. gestibn was that I write to the Dea9.
·why is she there if she cannot help
administration seems to work against
weeks; Other schools send grades to
us.
their students in January. This gives
me ' directly?
Apparently, this attitude has existed ~tudents who do get their grades a ·
These issues are on tbe miOds of
significant advantag~ over USD stuat USD for awhile. In the Princeton
many students, ·not just "sour grapes"
dents in the employment search.
Review's Guide to Law Schools, USD
students were quoted as saying there
While professors may take that long to of one student. lf tht:·administration
continues to ignQre student demands,
is, "a generally unpleasant atmosphere finish the grading, they are like other
this law school will graduate many
people in that they will ·take as long
that seems to be fostered by the
unhappy alumni who will refuse to
as allowed. If the administration
administration and some of the faculparticipate in a lumni ev~nts, recruiting
ty." The attitude of the administration
moved up the deadline, grades could
and most importantly~ alumni dona- .
was expressed as: "if we could just get be out sooner, thus al,lowing USD students to get a headstart in the employ- tions. Ultimately, the university will
rid of these troublesome students the
suffer.
·
ment search.
school would run.great- meanwhile, ·
As'the leader of this law schoo1'I
let's placate them with false promises."
·Another student sa:id, "the school real- 4. In line with #3, it seems logical that am sure you want satisfiedstudents
and alumr:ii. Perhaps, you are op_e n to
· grades would come out before Spring
1ly needs to strive for greater respona question and answer session with
Recruiting. Students who did improve
fsiveness to the needs of stµdents."
Unfominately, i~ seems as if this prob- were not able to list this .achievement · the. law student body. You may have
on their resumes. Another unnecessary ·reasons and answers that will help '.
lem has only gotten worse. Below are
clear this up. But if so, shouldn't ,we
hurdle to, finding employment.
sbm~ of my main areas of concern:
already be aware of them? I hope this
"""
will be viewed as a positive critique
1. The current policy of not re-ranking 5. I fail to see why the results of the
students after each semester ignores
law review write-on competition could that will be used to benefit the uni:versity. Some students have kept quiet
not have been completed before Fall
academic improvement and puts stubecause of apathy: fear retribution or
dents who do im'p rove their grades at
Recruiting. Career Service_s\ suggested ·
may even simply disagree. However, I
a significant disacfvantage. By the time that students make two resumes with
we receive new rankings, we will
one listing law review in case tha:t stu- believe, as paying custom~rs we have
a right to qi,i:estion the policies of this
either have summer jobs, ·or be .so far ,dent was selected. Not only is that a
university. I would like the opportunibehind our classmates in the job
waste of time and money for the
ty to meet 'with '. you to discuss this
search that we will have no chance of approximately 100 students who parmatter further. To minimize any incongairung meaningful employment until
ticipated, but it would seem much
wenierice
to you, J will oe happy to
easier and efficient for the administrapassing the bar. The administration
call
your
office
to see if we can
. tion to work together to come to a
should recognize that students are
arrange a meeting. Thank you for
striving to improve and our rankings
logical so!Ution.
your time. I look forward to speaking
should ref}ect this. In fact, re-ranking
with you in person.
students each-semester would be a
6. l was in a paper co~rse last semester. The professor, as weU as the entire .
superior and more honest ·gauge than
class, had the understanding that the
,Sincerely,
merely Ul)ing first year grades.
Anonymous ,
class average would be 83. The
2. Career Services should strive to get
administration apparently pushed tbe
curve back to approximately 81 , lowas many .students employed as possi;;·
ble. Obviously, we should not rely on . ering all of our grades. There must
·Sincerely,
have been a change in the academic _ The following letter was written in
Career Services to find us a job (but,·
Virginia V. Shue
.
then again, why shouldn't we?). While regulations because J found no menresponse:
Associate Dean and Professor.of Law
tion of this standard in my Sttl'dent
the ·recruiting procedures work well
for law review students, the other 85% Handbook. Why the change? Why
Dean Strachan has asked that I
apply the change to existing students
respond to your.letter.
of the students are greatly disadvaninstead of new students? Why change
taged by the interview process.
I want. fo correct the informathe standard after we signed up for
Students on law review take inter. tion in your letter about the grading in
th~ class? Why was this never
views from firms they may not ordia professor's class (item #6). In the
explained to us? Why would every
narily accept because they have no
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USD's Trial Team prepares ·for battle

By R . Scott Dervaes and Kathryn Dove

Amidst all the hustle and bustle of
law school, a select group of law students prepare to represent their school
as members of the USD trial team.
·
"I want to practice law. · I want to
be a serious professional litigator.
This is why I came to law school,"
says third-year trial team member R
Scott Dervaes.
The trial team currently consists of
nine third and fourth-year students.
Aside from Dervaes, members include: '
Kristie Diamond, Kathryn Dove, James
.Drimmer, Erin Driscoll, Alan Hanson,
Vic~tor Harrison, Kim Huang and
Zachary Pelchat
Trial Team members are chosen
each fall through the Michael T.
Thorsnes Closing Argument
Competition. This competition
involves preparing either a plaintiffs
or defendant's closing argument presented in a trial-like setting.
Each year the trial team competes in four competitions. .This fall,
two teams, each consisting of two student attorneys, will enter the San
·Diego Defense Lawyers Association
Tournament. An additional two teams
will compete in the Consumer

Attorneys Trial. · The preparation for
each of these competitions is rigorous.
The schedule calls for practice· sessions five to six days a week with
each practice lasting 3-::4 hours.
Experienced Litigators from the San

script the tri:;tl or tell students how to
argue their cases. Emphasis is· placed
on case construction and developirig
coherent theories of the case.
"Nowhere else in the academic curricplum can you find such inte?se

The USO. Mock Trial team .and their proud
coach gear
.
up for a year of rigorous competiton.
Diego area, including USD alumni,
coach trial team members in the :
preparation of their trials.
Unlike other _trial competition programs, the USD program ·do,es not

preparation for trial work," boasts
Dervaes when speaking to a group of
trial team members. "By .the time I
graduate, I will have tried over five
cases start to finish. I love this stuff."

Former trial team members have
gone on to become successful litigators. Michelle Paradise, class of 1997,
is now a Prosecutor. with the Riverside
D.A. Chris Hulburt, class of 1988, is
considered to be one of San Diego's
foremost plaintiffs attorneys. He is a
Partner at Thorsnes, Bartqlotta,
McGuire & Padilla. Also, Julle
Westwater, class of 1993, has become
a Public Defender for the city of
Boston. · Blaine Bowman is a prosecu·. tor for the San Diego District
Attorney's Office who is currently
prosecuting death penalty cases.
The USD National Trial Team wa5
founded ten years ago by Professor
. Richard Wharton. The first team consisted of two students who' competed
in the ·Associaton·o_f Trial Lawyers of
America (ATLA) regional trial competit ion. This team won the regionals and
continued on to place second.in the
nation, starting a tradition of excellence for the USD Trial Team.
Wharton; known to.trial team
_members as "Corky," has demonstrated such dedication as the trial team's
coach that he has been elected to the
National Institute of Trial Advocacy's
(NITA's) Board of Directors.

Protocols for students during·the interview .p rocess
After facing a particularly harrowing fall recruiting season, a group of
second-year students at the University
of Tennessee College of Law wrote
the following protocols:

answer. It is ctitical after such an
process. Asking someone if they were. • If an employer ·acts without discreinvited to an initial interview or a can-· tion and has embarrassed a student or · interview to advise Career Services of
a group of students, or if the interview the questions asked; they can advise
back is like asking a fellow employee
seems unprofessional or uncoffifoityou further on how to professionally
if they were awarded a raise. Simply
aple, one should report this back to
put, it's rude and invasive.
pursue the matter.
Career Services for the file. Career~
• Respecting one's peers and main5_ervices can 'advise .you- on whether to • Never hesitate to ask advice from
Likewise, probing into the subtaining the highest standard of person- stance of another's interview is
ignore or pursue it.
friendly colleagues in the classes
al integrity should guide every action
above. They .may have their own war
extremely disrespectful. No one
and comment during the job-finding
.For example, do not be surprised if stories and successful strategies to
should be discouraged from talking ·
process.
an employer hosts a post-interview
pass along, and, since the direct comabout their job-finding
.
. experiences
petition factor isn't present, uppersocial event but extends invitations to
candidly with a friend whenever the
• The professional discretion of attor- situation is appropriate: But one's
class colleagues are usually far more
only a few of the candidates.. This is
neys, to which they are legally and
willing to discuss the overall process ·best guide here is the· Golden Rule:
a somewhat outmoded practice, but
ethically bound, should take root on
Do to others (and ask others) what
when "it occurs the stage is set for hurt - and are much more relaxed about it,
the first day of law school and should
feelings and indiscreet talk. In a situa- · too. The long view -- or a view at
you would have them do to (and ask)
apply most stringently during the
tion like this, the professional ·
least tempered by another year of
you, if you were stahping. in their
inter\riew process. Therefore, discreexperience --: can be very instructive.
shoes: Making any comment with the
response for the uninvited candidate
tion in what one says to employers
is probably to chalk ·it up to experiunderlying motive to boast" or to
•
Remember your .own best and
about fellow _students, and what one
ence and "let -it go."
probe is inappropriate.
worst experiences throughout the
says to fellow students about employinterviewing process and think about
ers; should be measured very careful·By contrast, a more severe and
• Should the temptation arise for
how you would do it differently,
ly. During interviews, the subject
inexcusable
situatioff
is
the
interview
whatever reason, don't gratuitously
given the chance. Consider that when
_should be you. After interviews,
bad-mouth the School of taw. Being
In which an interviewer asksAnapproyou eventually have the responsibility
when speaking with friends who are
gracious is a more professional pospriately personal questions, It's very
unlikely that a stuqent will pe asked · of interviewing candidat~s for any
interviewing with the same employer,
ture, If, however, a bad experience
position, your style can reflect the best
be wary of crossing the lil}e from
questions unrelated to .job comp.ewith a particular professor -- in one's
of your own experiences, _while conhelpful encouragement t~gossip . .
most examined and.objective opinion . tence. · But, should it occm: (and this
!!ciously avoiding the worst.
And it is, indeed, a fine line.
can ihclude questions about marriage
-- is reflected in an anomalous grade,
plans,
religious
preferences,
political
it
is
better
to
be·
"discreetly
candid"
.
.
affiliations, etc), the student should,
• Let your colleagues invite you into
about this than to be evasive to your
without hesitatioq., politely decline to
a discussion about their job-finding
detriment.

.
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THE BAR REVIEW ·C OURSE WAR IS FINAI,LY OVER:
~ST/BARPASSERS OFFICIALLY CLOSES
. dance with its career-long partnership
The war is over. No more "spewith law professionals. Yet West
cial deals .. .today ... for you only." No
claims that its Bar Review Course
more random free courses ... and one
national "live session" model is inconfor your friend too. "No more sistent with West Group's future techwho's endorsing what this week." At
nological/strategic plans.
least not for Barpassers. Sometime in
West·explored a number of viable
July, "West Group announced that
options and alternatives before calling
West Bar Review no longer fit with
_ it quits. Even the option of divesting
West's long-term strategic direction."
the entire business to a qualified com(Media Statement - Press Release on
. pany proved unworkable. In a press
Aug 21, 1997).
release, West anncmnced that all of
Notwithstanding this recent development, the West Group will continue West Bar review operations (with the
exception of Sum and Substance - _
to offer professional services in accor-

.

"study gu!des") will cease.
Employees impacted by the do~
sure may find solace in the "established West Group policies" set in
place for such an occasion. For~con
cerned stu<;lents, the solution is not as simple. The September 21st issue of
JD. Magazine will include an article
on the culmination of the official clo' sure. Last.week, the company sent
letters to all students who will be
affected by the decision detailing how
_West plans to fulfill its contractual
obligation~.

West spokeswoman Jennifer Moire
stated that students who registered to
take the course in the winter or summer will be entitled to a full refund.
Students who registered for West
courses can receive their refund by
calling (800) 693-7822.
Students that would like to contact
West may do so at 1-800 723-7277. A
preview of the JD. Mag article will be
posted at http://www.idmag.com.
Any other inquifes may be made by
email at wmurphy@aol.com or by telephone at ~508) 795-1755.

American Bar Association provides benefits
and just plain fun for law students
By Jessica Fortner
can't attend the meetings unless you
are a member. Vegas will give you a
Are you interested in local, regiongood idea of what leadership positions
·al, national or international leadership
in the LSD are all about. It is a lot of
positions? Are you interested in diswork, but it's a lot more fun than you
counts on PMBR and BarBri courses?
Are you interested in meeting students really think. The LSD is also going to
organize a competition among the
and lawyers and making contacts
Southern California law schools - USD,
across the c_o untry and even the
Thomas Jefferson, Cal Western and
world? Then the American Bar
Whittier (they·moved to Costa Mesa in
Association is your kind of organization. If you are interested in the orga- Orange County) to see who can enlist
the most new ABA members - we'll
nization, please drop a note in Jessica
schedule a rewarding event if we win.
Fortner's mailbox.
INFORMATION Yes, this , is yet another You can meet a lot of the other law
-invitation for you to join an on-camschool's students at our co-sponsored
pus group, the American Bar
bar review event on September 25.
Association, Law Student Division:
MEMBER BENEFITS For· more than
However, unlike other campus groups, 100 years the American Bar
the American Bar Association is an
Association bas been one of the
organization with which you will most largest and most prominent legal orga~
likely be affiliated throughout your
nizations in the world and_currently
legal career. The ABA is one of the
has approximately 380,000 members.
few groups that will follow you, as an
The Law Student Division is com"
attorney, wherever you-go. The ABA
. prised of about 30,000 law students
nationwide. There are many advanis an enormous organization that protages and opportunities that the ABAvides numerous opportunities to network with other students and lawyers,
LSD provides. Member benefits
locally, ·nationally and internationally,
include:
through circuit, regional and annual
• one year subscription to ABA
Journal (12 issues - a $66 value)
meetings. ,The ABA also holds
•_ one year subscription to Student
Negotiation, National Appellate
Lawyer magazine (9 issues)
Advocacy and Client Counseling com• reduced fees for' specialty ABA
petitions. In addition, the ABA offers
leadership opportunities beyond the
Sections, Divisions .a nd Forums
• discounts on health and life insurscope of those that the law school
ance and other member benefits
SBA can provide - again - local,
· regional and national< positions are
• discounts on the Preliminary
Multistate Bar Review (PMBR)
aggressively sought by students all
• reduced enrollment fees for BarBri
over the country. However, you must
Bar Review Courses
be a member in order to tak_e advantage of the wealth of opportunities
·• opportunities to improve lawyering
skills through ABA-sponsored compethat the ABA provides.
FUN STUFF This year's regional circuit titions
meeting is-in LAS VEGAS, October 18- • opportunities to network with other
students and lawyers nationwide
20 at the Treasure Island Resort Hotel.
ABA COMPETITIONS The ABA sponEveryone is welcome to go - but you

sored compe~itions are similar to Moot1
Court and Mock Trial competitions,
but revolve arm.ind relatively new
legal fields rather than do the traditional torts, criminal law or international law competitions. The
Negotiation competition focuses on
resolving disputes and in structuring
transactions; the Cl_ient Counseling
c.:ompetitiori tests competence of counseling skills, ability to conduct an initial client interview, utilization of pre~
ventive law techniques and ability to .
deal with client's nonlegal goals and .
concerns; the National Appellate
Advocacy competition furthers communication among students from different law schools and provides a
forum for the development of oral and
written advocacy s}{ills in the context
of appellate practice, similar to Moot
Court competitions. The deadlines for
Law Student Division Competitions
will soon be upon us. Entries for the
Negotiation competition must .be postmarked by September 30, by October

31 for the Client Counseling competition, and by November 30 for the
National Appellate Advocacy
Competition.
ABA ELECTIONS Elections are being
held for national offices in the Law
Student Division October 31 November 2 at Whittier Law School in
Costa Mesa, California. Available positions include Chair, Vice-Chair·and
Secretary-Treasurer. The Law Student
Division is run jus.t like the Student
Bar Association, but on a much
grander scale - the Law Student
Division governs law students across
the country. There are other positions
available, however, on a much smaller
scale. Those include ABA
Representative, Lieutenant Gover~or
(for a variety of positions; induding
public interest, communications, etc.),
Governor (of the entire circuit), and Division Delegate (to the ABA itself).
Join the ABA and open yo1:1rself to
the wealth of opportunities that the
ABA can,provide!

,o·aay
·1: ··S_ pea
-··a1s!

Mon .. ·$1- Turkey Tams

Tues.. s1 'Domestic Draft
Wed.. $2 Micro DreDs
Thur• $1 ..50 wens
Frlr. . $1 ..50 Margaritas
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The Motions
Question of the
Month:

Brad Matthews, 3L; Army Litigation
Center, Washington, D.C.: "Treat your
job search like a class."

"Where did you work this
summer? What advice do
you have for those seeking
jobs now?"

Barbara Craig, 3L; San Diego Public
Defender Association: "Stay in close
contact with career services.
Network! Network! Network."

Photos and interviews by Paul Devine

Russel Rowe, 3L; Worked for a firm in
Las Vegas: "Be nice to career services."
the resume drop, volunteer with a
government agency since they always
need help. Attorney Ge_neral's office
looks good on your resume and has a
good training program."

Chris Brown, 3L; SBA Secretary:
"Based on the fact that I have the rest
of my life to work, while my carefree
summers are quickly evaporating, I
opted not to really pursue the acquisition of a summer legal job. Indeed,
the correctness of this positiori was
recently confirmed by one of our
professors who suggested that, once
you graduate, your life is over. Of
course, maybe I'll change my tune
when I'm selling pencils from a cup
on the corner of 4th and F in the
Gaslamp District. Come vistit me and
we'll talk."

Elizabeth Arleo, 3L; Securities and
Exchange Commission: "First, decide
what type of law interests you. This
may or may not be the area that you
eventually practice. Th~n spend
time researching which private firm ,
government agency, or non profit
organization will give you the best
experience. Target two or three
places that really interest you. Find
out everything about those places
you can by calling them, making
contacts and researching articles and
cases and the LRC. Don't be embarrassed to ask everybody you know
to help you make a contact there. If
you look hard enough, you'll find
someone who will help you make a
connection. Make yourself stand out
to that firm. You can do this by
writing an outstanding cover letter or
tailoring your resume so that the hiring person will pluck your resume
from the stack. Tenacity is very
important. If you don't hear from
them, call and try to make contact
that way. Firms will appreciate your
interest. And when you do get
hired, show your gratitude for the
opportunity by doing a great job!"

Mayumi A. Waddy, 3L; San Diego
City Attorney (volunteered with the
Domestic Violence Unit.): "Look for a
placement where you fit. Where
you like the peopl~, like the work
and your enthusiasm shows. If you
don't like the place where you work,
it's either going to show or catch up
with you ."
' Leslie Heath, 3L; McCormick,
Barstow, Fresno: "Find a firm that
has an extensive clerk program that
includes wining and dining."

Anne E. Bickel, 3L; Keeney
Waite: "Just keep going to career services and sending resumes until you
get interviews. In your cover letter,
focus ori your involvements and interests that help describe what assets
you can bring to a firm."

Sara Bone, 3L (photo unavailable); Nomura Asset Capital Corporation, real
estate finance division of Nomura Securities, Los Angeles, CA: "Look beyond
career services. If you have a particular interest, explore the possibilities within that field. For example, if you are interested in transactional work, Wall
Street may provide many opportunities. If you are interest in sports law, contact the general counsel of a professional sports team. Entertainment law interests you? Maybe Dreamworks is looking for a clerk. Think outside the box."

Bill Witt, 3L; City Attorney, San
Diego: "Go through the resume drop
and if you don't have any success
start doing mass mailings. Be persistent!"
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Melissa Cates '85: "I've got my MTV!"

By Barbara Craig

Little did Melissa Cates realize
when she watched Duran Duran jam
to "Rio" on M1V in 1983, -that in 1997
she would be acting as Vice President
of Law & Business Affairs for that
mega-giant. "I just thought that M1V
was the greatest, coolest thing
around. I used to go over to my law
school friend's apartme nt every
chance I could get betwee n classes
just to watch M1V because I didn't
have cable," said Cates. Today,
Melissa has a television in her office
and she watches M1V while negotiating deals with some of the most cutting edge VJs, writers and producers
in the music and television industry.
Melissa grew up in
Westchester, New York and started
her undergraduate training at
Bw;:knell University in Pennsylvania.
Her family moved out to California
during her Sophomore year in
College so she decided to follow
them and she transferred to the
Claremont College in Southern
California, w here she earned a B.A.
in Political Science. After graduation,
Melissa negotiated her way into a
position as a production assistant at
Paramount Television. During those
two years Melissa worked on a vari. ety of projects including the television
series "The Brady Brides." "A pro-

duction assistant basically does every- ·
thing," said Cates. Somewhere
between making copies and turning
on the coffee, Melissa decided to go
to law school and was accepted at
USD. She managed to pull herself
away from M1V long
enough to earn a position on the San
Diego Law Review
and get her article
published and come
home with an am-jur
in Civil Procedure.
After her first
year Melissa studied
abroad in London
and took a class in
Comparative Law
and Copyright Law.
After her second year
in law school, Cates
worked as a summer
associate with a large
law firm in Salt Lake
City, Utah. During
he r third year at USD
Melissa decided she wanted to move
back to New York so she graduated
from USD and headed back to the
East Coast. In 1985 she passed the
New York Bar.
Melissa was offered a job at a
large prestigious New York law firm
(Parker, Chapin, Flattau & Klimpl).
Although she liked New York City,

"corporate" law was just not her
thing. So she started looking for a
different job and found herself working in 1988 for a small boutique law
firm which specialized in entertainment law. The firm's clients included
stars from Br9pke Shields
to Pat Benatar fo Marlo ·
Thomas, to name just
a few. A boutique
law firm survives
through billing many
hours to rich celebrities and Cates soon
tired of the "billable
hours syndrome." It
was during this time
that she realized what
she really wanted to
do was represent the
company end of the
entertainment industry. So she packed
her bags and headed
back to the West
Coast in 1990 and
.passed the California
Bar.
In 1991 Cates joined Viacom
Productions in Los Angeles as
Director of Business Affairs. Her
position included negotiating deals
for network and cable television
pilots, series and movies. In 1993
Cates asked to be transferred to M1V
in New York City, so she could
return to (her true home) the East
Coast. Because of her excellent credentials and her superb negotiating
skills she was hired by M1V before
an actual job was even available.

Negotiating for M1V can be
extremely difficult at times because
Cates must take into account numerous interests of the network. For
example, one department might just
tell Cates to close the deal immediately, while other departments clamor
for merchandising, online or ho me
video rights. "Balancing competing
demands is the key to getting any
deal through," Cates added. Some
deals take on a life of their own.
"One contract snag involved an
actor/ model who just did not w ant to
get rid of a tongue post," laughed
Cates. In the end Cates convinced
the model to lose the post.
One of the p erks for working
at MlV is that Cates can wear whatever she w ants to work. "I haven't
worn a suit or heels to work for the
past five years," said Cates. "I work
with a very young, progressive group
of people so I dress in jeans in order
to gain their trust and respect, " she
added. Likew ise, Cates receives
numerous invitations to concerts and
gets free tickets to the M1V Music
Awards.
In 1993 Cates met the man of
her dreams in New York City. "I stay
in touch w ith many of the frie nds I
met at USD. A few of them flew
back to the East Coast for my wedding several years ago." Cates
added. Melissa spends most of her
time balancing her work and family
life; in fact, she is expecting her first
child in October. It appears she got
more than just her M1V!
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Alan Saxe '81: "Lifestyle Choices
Make All The Di fferenCe"
By Barbara Craig

"I went to law school because
I didn't know what I wanted to do ."
Alan Saxe, Senior Vice-President, of
Legal and Business Affairs for Warner
Bros. Domestic Television Distribution.
and Telepictures Productions, candidly
confessed. What Saxe did know was
that he wanted to live on the West
Coast. That decision came easy to
Saxe after he spent two weeks during
Spring Break of his senior year in college vacationing in Southern
California. "I only applied to
California Law Schools," said Saxe. "I
was accepted at a number of law
schools but I chose USD because I fell
in love with the city of San Diego," he
added.
In 1978, Saxe began his legal ·
career under the guidance and care of
Professor Edward Imwinkelreid who
just happened to be on USD'S faculty
that year. "Professor Imwinkelreid
had a profound impact on my professional life in that he showed me how
to think and write like a lawyer," said.
Saxe. After siJ\. months of intensive
studying Saxe received a scholarship
from the school for his high class
rank. It was at that point that Saxe
maoe what he calls another "lifestyle"
decision. "I moved from Linda Vista
to Ocean Beach and I spent the rest
of my law school career at the beach,"
laughed Saxe. "I eased up a little on
my studying because I wanted to have
a life and I wasn't willing to do work
on Saturday's-or Sunday's because I
spent that time body surfing or shooting hoops in OB," he added.
Basically Saxe said he knew that law
school was just a stopping ground and
that he never really wanted to be "a
lawyer." Law School was really just
something that he did while he figured out what !'ie really wanted to do_
with his life. Likewise, Saxe clerked
for The Hahn Company his second
and thirEl year at USD because he
liked being involved with the management end of business deals.
In 1981 Saxe graduated from
USD with the knowledge of what he
didn't want .to do, "I knew I did not
want to work in Tax, Criminal
Defense, Estate Planning or Personal
Injury." While most of his classmates
were frantically accepting jobs all over
the country in order to get that critical
first job _Saxe signed up to get his
MBA so that he could become more
marketable. Moreover, Saxe continued to .work for the Hahn company
and stayed in touch with Career

Services. With just two classes shy of
his MBA Saxe was offered a position
with a small management labor firm in
Newport Beach. "I worked my way
up to senior litigation associate in just
under four years and I completed my
MBA at USD," remarked Saxe. Most
of his time was spent at the negotiating table or in federal court in his

mulling over the classified section he
came upon an ad which seemed to
jump off the page at him. His heart
started to race as he scanned the
words "Labor Attorney" wanted for
"NBC." Within minutes Saxe had his
cover letter and resume in an envelope and out in the mail to NBC.
Days later he found himself walking

Alan SaHe's two children (center) with
Rosie O'Donnell and friends on the set of Rosie's talk show.
position as the firm's federal litigator.
In June of 1986 Saxe was
offered a partnership with the firm. It
was -at that point in his legal career
that he made another "lifestyle" deci-.
sion. Although he enjoyed the intricacies of Labor Law, most of his clients
were primarily involved in either
Agriculture or Construction which
Saxe said wasn't all that interesting to
him. Deep down in his heart he
knew his real fascination surrounded
Sports and Entertainment and he
knew when to say "maybe." He
asked the firm 'for .six months time to
think about their offer.
. During those si"1 months Saxe
kept his "eyes" and "ears" open and
sent out applications to both ABC
and Warner Bros. One day as he was

into NBC for an interview. One interview lead to another as the pool of
candidates was narrowed to two candidates, Saxe and another applicant
and in the end the other candidate
was offered that position. Yet Saxe
did not let that disappointment stop
him from realizing his dream. The
NBC executive who delivered the
news that he had not been chosen for
the job offered, "Is there anything I
could do to help .you in your search?"
Without a moments hesitation Saxe
responded, "Yes." Saxe asked that
NBC executive to call ABC and
Warner Bros. on his behalf in order to
further his applications. The executive
was tnie to his word and Alan Saxe
found himself in negotiations with not
one but two studios who wanted his

expertise. "I took a forty percent pay
cut when I left that small management
labor firm and headed to Warner Bros.
in my new position as the Manager of
Labor Relations'," remarked Saxe.
This move was another of Saxe's
"lifestyle" decisions.
Within seven years, Saxe was
promoted to Senior Vice-President of
Labor Relations for Warner Bros.
Television where he worked on such '
TV smashes as "ER" and "Friends."
Basically Saxe was responsible for
overseeing all labor and employment
matters for that division as well as
being a primary negotiator in industrywide labor negotiations. Just last year,
he was promoted to Senior VicePresident, of Legal and Business
Affairs for Warner Bros. Domestic
Television Distribution and
Telepictures Productions. He credits
his innate ability of knowing when to
say "YES" and when to "say "NO" for·
his success at Warner Bros. More
importantly, Saxe maintains his
"lifestyle" decision philosophy and
spends every chance he can get with
his lovely and supportive wife Kay
and his 6-yr-old son - Hudson and his
4-year-old daughter-Haley. Both
Hudson and Haley's picture, which is
included in this article, can be found
on the back of Rosie O'Donell's book,
"Kids -are Punny." All profits from
Rosie's book are donated to charity.
On a day-to-da:; basis Saxe
works with such celebrities as Jenny
Jones and Rosie O'Donnell. "I have
developed a tremendous respect for
these celebrities. Just like a great athlete you watch them spin their magic
and it looks so easy when in fact it
takes inordinate amounts of work and
dedication to achieve the results that
they have achieved," said Saxe. Saxe's
job is really to negotiate deals with
talent and work with them in keeping
the business side of the creative
process going. "My job also includes
protecting talent in a whole host of
situations because high profile celebrities are targets .for opportunists who
really just want to take advantage of a
star's notoriety," remarked Saxe.
Whatever the outcome, you
can be sure that Saxe will use his
"lifestyle" philosophy to maintain the ·
crucial balance between -his family and
his career because it appears those
"lifestyle"choices have made all the
difference.
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How Did You Spelld :~~"~: ~,~,~~~?: TE~~~~;:,;!>~~.!."~!~~a~!"!;.~~..~,1 -~~~ad

8 , R1clwd Ormond
> F'
I
~1udents :lfter
~~)~re~~::. school ; -e:ir sufferll1S 2.t the h:md.s of their professors.
:ltt" lb"'Ua_!fy hiced "ilh the dilemma of
how the)• should spend thetr summer
- me studenlS seek " 'ork at la" fimis.
Olhers c:hoo....o;,;c 10 work :11 :1 b3r. and
sull others choo...~ 10 escape and study
;brw.d
,\f:m~ prof~rs recommend that
srudent.s .srudv abrood Prof~ r:. lhat
advoc:ue Sluch"lfl~ abrood to first )"e3r
students. d.;iidi that it tS the pcrfea
opporturut\' 10 absorb "·hai you have
bmed a.nd res1 your mmd •
Srud),ng :ibroo.d ha5 3 num~r of
bendit.::i :-.:Ol only can .:.tudenl, u:i,·el
10 f.1...<;onaung loc:lllons but they
szmuh:meouslv n-ce1ve l.1w hool
credit There ·are a number of COUrse5
Uut are uught abroad. mcludmg but
no1 hm11ed 10. tnlemauonal busm "
tnnSaruons. 1ntemauoru.J ennronmenuJ la" Laun Amencan law:. and insuruuons and the Cini Code In addiuon . the professors m the mtem:iuonal
program:. come from a v.·1dt' vanety of
leg:il backgrounds. ranging from former pohuaJnS 10 current revoluuonary
1uns1.:-.. each presenting a different perspea.wc on !he funmon..s and process·
es cl the law
Students paruopatcd m programs
run by CSD. as "'ell as programs
arnnged by other law schools The
fo Uo~mg LS a sampling as 10 how
somt: of the students fel t about iht".1r
e::x:penence
Richard O rmo nd

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Unh·crsiry o f Belgran o, Bue n os
Aires
The fim offiaal meeung of Siudents occurred in the posh restaurant

cUstria of Belgr.tno, where lhe stu~
dents were exposed to the Argentine
·asado: a barbecue of immense proponions w1lh over 30 d ifft:renl cu~s ~f
beef. an endles:, amount of red wmi.:
:ind. 10 fimsh , nan . prep--.~ \Vith
duke de leche. an add1Clln: C:Jramel
topping found o n!)' m Arg;enun:i :ind
southern Bra zil
The Amcnc rn ::itudents were introduced lo the Argentine students who
were 10 paruap:ue in tht' program
",lh them The lmt' of kissing wa:<:
endless Man)' of tht' male ~Y:inkcc". ~
unaccustonK~ to lhe g~umz custom
of kissing. 'vere L'tken aback by tht'
faa th:it the m:tle student:. :i~ wdl a:the female :.tudeni:. k1~d c:ach mher
al every encountt>r (Af1er a while,
this custom l;\":J.S not d1fficul1 to adjust
to. especiaJly kno,ving th:u the female
students follo,vcd ll as w ell.)
All of !he course professors " en.>
from A~nrma Cll..:.!t schedule:-. were
fa1rfv m~nse Professors r.mged from
top .Bolsa (Stock Exchange) anorne)'S
to former pn:~ 1den11al c md1dat es
espousmg their views from e,·erythmg
from corrupt.ion 10 the Napoleonic
code. The courses las1ed a little over
a mo nth and had most of the usual
mtensll)' of a 13w class. except for the
faa !hat lhe surrounding sights,
sou nds and culture were comple1cly
different There was a lor of reading
rrunerial, but the professors kept the
courses mh:restmg w1lh their s1ones of
per.;onal expe.nences w1thm their
respect.Jve fields
One d1ffe.reni.. bur welcome,
aspea about the Argentine professors
LS that they v.·ere much more recepuve
outside of cJ355 than was expeaed
The professors paruapated m a number of the sooal events that were
planned for the Amcncan srudenlS

Proof that Richard actually attended law school.

I ':°fcssors int~ular ~a.sis, playi ng socdents on a reg
d '" •n goi ng
cer, h:wi::~t~i~;:i~ an i.: r.:
dan~:ressor Jonathon Milh.:r, from the
1
·.
Sch 1 f L.iw in Los
Sout~,:·e~~~; the ~n._~tor of the pro·
Angeks .• ~· ani zed 3 phenome nal
g~.1~1d_, 1 ~~ fi~d trips, which realty
age
.
, hwhik:. l1le
made tlus program "ort .
.
Amenc:m students were g1\'en a pn\-;He tour of th_e Casa Rosa~a .. ,'l~c.
Argemine c.-qt~iv:ilcnl of the \\ ~itc
Mouse, wen: mtrodun.-d
. to th~ .., a nd
Argemme Supreme Cou n Justi~- · ·
were t:vcn given tht' opponu mty 10
tour lhe Devoto pnson :ind h:we ~
round tabl e discussion '"'1th !hr.: pnson
w:irden and inm:He!t . Students were
exposed to :i level of government th:H
is ou1 of rea ch to mosl people, :md
tlm. was 3 ma1or pan of their leg:il
\.-ducation abroad
Notable highlights of the progra m
mcludL-d speeches by an ousted minis·
ter of justice. accusL-d of being a mem·
ber of the i'\az1 party. and a
que::it1on/ answer session wilh
Argemma·s Ambassador to the United
Na11o ns
After !he courses ended, many stu·
dents decided to remain in Argentina
for the duration of the summe r. O ne
L:SD J.D/ M.B.A. student, Larry
Klamedo , was a1.varded an internship
\V1th lhe director of the Argentine
stock r.:xcha nge. Hi:-. work included
ana lyzmg lhe Argentine securities ma rket and developing 1he lega l fou nda uon for a new rypc of security
11le nightlife of Bueno:, Air
impressive. with many mghtdul
even opening 1he1r door'> unt il
and commumg un11I 9 a m Bu
A.Ires News, the houcM mgh1c:IL
Bue nos Alfes, was fill(!(! cvr.:ry 1
with 2500 to 3000 people Prot
Mrller made arrangements for the
Amencan students to have a dinner
a nd danci ng package fo r only Sl0.00
when normal cover cha rge was 530.00.
Argentina 1s a veiy European
country, wit roots based m its Ita lian.
Spanish, Enghsh, Gtrman and French
1mmigrat1on. The gem:ra l philo:,ophy
of life is 10 work to live (un like the
Amencan philosophy of M
livc: to
\\'Ork : as many Argentme:, ob:tr.:rved)
The food, dance and cu hure i!> rcncc11ve of LhtS philosophy Restaurants
that dose before 3 a m are unheard
of, and farmlics normally t:=at dinner
around 10 o'clock m the evening. Thr.:
Amencan stude nts found this adjustment difficult al first, yet were able to
adapt qu ickly afte r a couple of weeks
Many stude nts expected Bur.:nos Aires
to be more of a Mbanana rtpublic~ and
were pleasanlly surprised by the met-

scntcd . Stude nts obscr:c~ tl~at thi.:
city's cente r was booming wit h bu slncss, :md lrnd some very e legant :md
trendy p laces to sho p, have :1 coffee
o r jus1 wr1. lk around .
At the final banq~1et. the _p rofcssors n:cdvcd a s1:1.nd1ng ovao_o n from
all of 1hc stude nts, and .Prof~s.:or
Miller was showered with g ift s and
·ommr.: nd:1tions. Un:mimou sl ~' the stu·
~. 1• felt 1h·1t the progra m w:is
e~t:~ncly p~ft:s!'ional a nd e njoyable,
:ind would highl )' recomme nd ii.

Myfcssot Ch risto phe r Blakcs ly , was a
pro
I . er ceased to amaze the
S~ 1 ~~u:~~\~'ie~nowledge.M Pro fe ssor
clj~kcs l is a pro fessor from Louisiana
B
Y....
hool of Law a nd
1 5
Sta~cia~i~~se~~I i'he ~tudy o f the Civil
spec: ·
Cod~~ident s were also take n o n 3
S
· .. ·
..
~
numbe r of v1s1ts to govc rn~ ent o ffi ces
ind uding the Pa \ais d~ Justice , lhe
Consei l d 'eta t (Counci~ 0 ~ State) a nd
the Fre nch Sr.:nate. Th is ~xp.osed stude nts to the mac hmat1o ns of the
inner workings o f tht: Frenc h
gove rnmcnl and provided them
with 1ns1ght into the French legal
com munily.
Th e Pa ri s progra m o ffe red a
number of weekend fi eld trips.
highlighted by the claS:i trips to
the Lo ire Valley a nd the
Champagne region . "Th e fi e ld
trips were considered a hu ge
succcs.s, a nd some stude nts conside red them the best pa rt o f the

Rrmen searching for the hunchbacl<.
Armen Mitilian
Paris Institute of Comparative and
Inte rnational Uw
Paris, France
Paris, the c1ly of light!>, was :1 gorgeouo; backdrop to the summer study
abroad program. The program was
a rranged by USO, and was dircc1ed by
Professor George Buhrman from the
Columbi:i School of Law.
·in c cour:,cs were taught by
America n profes:-.ors and covered a
numbe r o f topics, incl ud ing
Comparati ve Inte rn ati o nal Law and
Publ ic Inte rnatio na l Law. The pace o f
the course.s was about right , with the
professor:-. allowi ng some nexibi lity for
the stude nts to get the most of 1hei r

1

progra m."
The program also offered a
ro und table discussio n about
no n-Fre nch lawyers practicing
law in Paris. The discussio n,
howeve r, was no t very gratify ing
fo r the majo rity o f stude nts a nd
w:ls conside red a waste o f time
by o the rs. Overall. students fe ll
that the d iscuss io n was lac king
The Pa ris nig hdife was, surpris ing ly, a letdow n fo r many o f
the s1ude n1s. The clubs were
too expe nsive in ge m:r:il. a nd
the Fre nc h dub goers were not
very rect: ptive to m ost o f the
students. As an alte rnat ive to
the expensive clubs, many .studen1s e njoyed sipping b eers at
the many ca fes that lined the
Champs Elysees . Stud!!nts also
fo und a number of opportun ities
to le.aw Paris, ma ny nying to the
Fn:nc h Riviera to experience !ht:
night life a nd b each life it had to o ffer.
l l1c tr..un a nd pl:ine tic kets both cost
abou t S 100.00 to get to 1hc south o f
France, a nd ma ny o f the stude nts
found it 10 be wort hw hile .
The s hopping in Pa ri.s wa s
phe nome nal , but cxpc nsivt:. Stude nts
found the mselves buying designe r
la beled !tUits a nd d rt:sses. No o ne
rea ll y regretted their pun:h:1ses, but
recommcndL-<l th:it you Mta ke e nough
mo ney with you 10 survive;: the shoppi ng,"
Vis it.s lO o the r co unt ries, includi ng
lla ly, Spain , England and Ge rma ny,
were po pular among the s tude nts .
Traveling to o lhe r countries was fairly
simp le and no t too expensive. This

MunoNs

progra~, cx ~os1ng stude nts to a numbe r of cultures.
Stude nts not fa mi lia r with the
Fre nch ~attitudeM a nd no1 familia r with
1he la nguage fe lt somewhat awkwa rd
a nd may have preferred to study in
a nothe r country. A majority of stu denL'i also fe lt that Pa ris was too
expens ive, a nd rea ll y drained their
already r.:mpty pocketbooks. Those
stude nts, howeve r w ho were able to
ad jus1 easily to the French , a nd had
budgeted well , had a fabu lous time

~f

the Pl~n:nce lrip. Ca~ ico H isto~ico
a n ancie nt 8'1-me that IS a combinalio n o f rugby, w restling , boxing and
socce r It has ~en p layed for over
400 yL>a rs. and is e xtremely bloody.
This yea r the event fina l was canceled
a nd the mayor of Flo re nce resigned
because the event was considered way
IS

tJ

1. r~h pub cu ltu re was rowdy and
exc1tmg, providing the students with
an active soaal hfe. The Irish were
~ncndly and receptive lo the visiung
Yankees.- and rL-ally intermingled
w ith the stude nts. According to many
o f the male studenl.5 on the program.
the Irish women were ·the best kept

LW Mos tofi
University of San Diego, Florence
Tr inity CoUegc , Irelan d
Lili Mos1o fi participated in two o f
lhe USO study abroad programs , visiting Florence, Ita ly and Dublin, Irela nd .
Flo rence , the ca pital of the
Re naissa nce, provided a cultural whirlw ind of a rt , food , wine a nd dance .
·me Ita lians we re rece plive a nd fri e ndly. The lla lia n men d id not let down
o n thei r aggressiveness, but natura ll y,
it was expected .
The courses were taught in the
Florentine synagogue, a histori c la ndmark , w hic h was ce ntrally located in
d ow ntown Flo re nce.
Professo r Jack Mina n was the
directo r o f the p rogra m , and arra nged
a number of court visits . The students
were allowed to sit thro ugh the
·Monste r o f Flo rc nceM lrial , but were
de n ied e ntrance to 1he mafia trial o f
the Uffu zi ga llery bombing
Florence provides a number o f distractions fo r the students, including
the Uffizi gallery, the Boboli ga rdens
and , o f course, Mic hela ngelo"s David.
MF\orence is filled with a number of
museums, garde ns, and landmarks, all
of them go rgeous!"

Liii iearning t o drink like a nati ue I r ishma n.
too violen t this yea r. It was, however.
extremely e ntertaining for the students
The courses covered everything
fro m Comparative Law to Internatio nal
An Law a nd were taught with the idea
in mind that the srude nl.5 wou ld be
absorbing the sights a nd soun(is
arou nd them. ·Tue course pro fessors
were extre mely knowledgeable and
d isp layed a strong in1erest in the subjects they taught M
The Ireland program was held at
Trinity College and o rganized by
Professor Bernadette Lync h from the
University of Birmingham. England.
The Irish coumry-side was picturesque
a nd beautiful :ind the Dublin me1ropolis provided an ideal locale for the

Liii adding to the beauty of Florence.

secret of Europe.·
The courses were d iffi cu lt , yet
interesting. and taught by extremely
qualified professors. Professor
Dormant Walsh. of the Umvers1ry o f
Limenck. who taughl the Hum:m
Rights cou rse. was definitely t'.X~n
enced in his field_ The course
focussed o n the British abuse o f the
Jnsh, and the histo ry of human nghts
abuSt:.S around the world.
Some of the s1ude.nts \"\'e re ablt'. to
13ke a tnp to Nonhern Ire land. where
they v1s1tctl a number of locn1ons
where lnsh,"English vio lence had
eruptctl 1n the p:lSt. · 11 \Vl.S sad to see
places. when: you know rhat people
sacnficed their lives for 1ust1ce • The
cc::asc-fire had 1ust tak e n place, an d
the tension in Nonhem lrebnd was
still very much evi.denL The .:.tuden~
went to ~rry, wht:re the Blood)
Sumi.a)' mi.'53.cre 1ook pbce. J.nd \Ye n"
:ible to Spe3k to Loy:tll!tts :ind
Protes1ants :1bout the lri~h qut".~tJ o n
Uh lo\'cd bmh programs . ;ind fdt
th:tl they Wt.'f"e both \... Orth~ h1le
If you' re pbnnmg on stmfvmg
abroJd remember to pbn Ctrdullv
the:- progr:11ns C0.51 :m}"' here fro m
52000 to 5000. lnvest1g:itt' lhe 1.-. 0un.t:
!tub1ecb offered. :ind lr.l\•el to .1 country th..'tl trnly interests you Tite.ft' J.rea number of sites. history, :i.nd 1.."'Ultunl
aspecL;;; that should be t::tkc n under
consider.tllon. Most of :ill, ho we'"t'.r.
h:1ve fl.in :ind U."t.' lhis time. to grow
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT FEMALE SPORTSCASTERS
DOING LOCKER ROOM INTERVIEWS?
By Jennifer Ingram
Come listen to the finals of the
Moot Court Competition on September
26, 1997 in the Grace Courtroom to
hear more on the issue.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Julie English was hired as a
sportscaster at KSPORTS television
network in Los Angeles, California in
January of 1993. Julie's duties included writing sports commentaries,
appearing on KSPORTS nightly sports
program, and interviewing athletes at
the television station and on location,
During her first day on the job,
Julie met and attended a meeting with
her co-anchor, Fred "Jocky" Smith,

and program manager, Mike Doolittle.
be conducting the interviews, Jocky
During the course of lunch, Jocky
told Julie that he found it peculiar for
asked Julie if she would be comforta woman to choose a profession
where she would surround herself
able conducting locker room interw ith barely clad men. He stated that
views with male professional athletes.
Julie must enjoy having men expose
When Julie answered that s!le would
be perfectly comfortable interviewing
themselves to her.
any athlete anywhere, Jocky respondUpon returning from the World
ed, "I don't know. I think that a
Series, Julie became the subject of
woman just doesn't look right in the
·many office jok_es and sexual innuenmen's locker room ."
does. One afternoon while a group
of people were standing around,
Later that year, Julie was assigned
j ocky said , "Geez, Julie, I think doing
to cover the 1993 World Series. The
day before Julie flew to the location of all these locker room interviews
would put a damper on your sex life.
the World Seri~s , Jocky asked Julie
whether or not she or someone else
How is the normal male going ·to
would be conducting the locker room
compare to these super jocks?".
interviews at the end of the series.
In December 1993, Julie
When Julie responded that she would
approached her program manager

(her direct supervisor) to complain
about her co-worker's attitudes. Mike
Doolittle, the program manager, did
nothing.
Julie 1s employment with KSPORTS
was terminated in August of 1994. As
a result she has sued KSPORTS for (1 )
wrongful termination, (2) Breach of
contract, and (3) violation of Title VII ,
sexual harassment; she also sued Mike
Doolittle personally for violation of
Title VII- sexual harassment.
On September 26, 1997, four
U.S.D. law students will be arguing
the merits of Ms. English's case in the
Grace Courtroom at 6:00 p.m.
Everyone is welcome to come.

International Law Society
presents

Professor--Michael Ramsey

Tuesday, September 30·at . 12 Noon
Room3B
International cuisine will be provided
Join ILS now
Open to all students

La Raza

New member meeting
Thursday, September 25 at 12 noon
Room 2A
La Raza is a multi-cultural group focusing
-on concerns of the Latino .community
Join La Raza now for no membership fee
All New Members Welcome
* Clinics
* Immigration Workshops
* Study Groups
*Mentors
·* Community Projects
* Scholarships Offered
*Job fairs

Pass
the Bar Exam.
.
GUARANTEED*.
'

1-800-BAR EXAM, Ext. 6296

6402 South Troy Circle· Englewood, CO 80 111-6424 • (303) 799-0099
e-mail: info@MicroMash .com ·Web site: http://www.MicroMash .com

"Certain restric tions apply. Call fo r complete deta ils.
© 1997 M · M~sh , Inc. MicroM ash is a reg istered t ra dema rk of M·Mash, Inc.

SIDEBAR RETURNS

SIDEBAR is back! Sidebar is the weekly .

sheet that contains announcements,
reminders, lost and found , jokes, complaints and anything else you can think
of that your fellow students want to
know. Since it comes out weekly, it's a
quick and easy way to tell everybody
any interesting facts, stories or other
information. If you want anything published in Sidebar, please put any infor.m ation sheet in the Sidebar mailbox, which
is conveniently located just
outside the Writs.
i

·ssA Fall Picnic a rousing success
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PILF's annual Pub Crawl
makes a truly great Bar Review
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What your favorite people did this sullllller: the
For you, gentle readers, we took
the time to ask a random sample of
your classmates about their summers-where they worked and what they
did. Here are some of the responses
we received:
VERA FRY

This, the summer after my first
year of law school, was a very productive time. I took six credits of
summer school at USD. I enrolled in
the Agency Internship class taught by
James Dalessio, a wonderful, wellliked teacher, and interned at the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. While I did not have as
much contact with EEOC lawyers as I
had hoped, I did have the opportunity to learn about the laws the EEOC
administers including Title VII of the
i964 Civil Rights Act and the 1991
Americans with bisabilities Act.
Others in the class worked at the
·District Attorney's Office, the Attorney
Gen"eral's Office and various other
public interest organizations.
Another benefit to interning is that is
makes an excellent addition to my
resume. I choose to intern instead of
working for the summer because I
wanted to gain experience in
employment law but found no
opportunities available in the field.
Since I wasn't working I decided
to take a second class. On the recommendation of several 2nd and 3rd
years, I took Evidence with Ken
Klein. He was an excellent teacher
and everyone in the class liked him,
especially after he bought donuts for
the entire class. Some professors discourage students from taking summer
school, but I am very glad I did. I
was able to concentrate my attention
on Evidence, had little stress, had no
trouble parking and gained valuable
experience from my internship.
Instead of becoming "burned out" as
some warned, attending summer
school helped me to more easily
adjust to the beginning of this semester. Even though I worked hard this
summer, I had plenty of time left
over to relax and enjoy "summer
vacation!"
ROGUEIAURE

During the past two years I have
had three law related jobs. The one
thing they all had in common was
that each better prepared me .to be
an attorney than two years of law
school.
The summer after my first year of
law school I returned home. I quickly learned that first years generally
don't get paid for work. It's quite
understandable, of course. As a lL,

you only know a bunch of old cases
from different jurisdidions which
means your opinions are annoying to
other attorneys, not to mention, you
don't really know how to do anything.
Once I resolved myself to working without pay, I quickly found a
position at a local district attorney's
office. (DA's are always overworked
and appreciate help). At this job I
learned how to really read statutes
and understand how various codes
work together. I also learned that
the most inexperienced secretary
knew ten times as much about the
day to day functioning of the offices
and how important it is to stay on
their good side.
This past summer I worked at a
civil litigation firm in San Diego.
This was where I was taught the
sanctity of billable hours. I was startied to realize that clients became
upset at paying $90 an hour for the
time I was playing Solitaire or
Boggle. Clients have fixed notions of
how long a document should take to
research and prepare and soon I was
meeting these expectations with a little assistance from the "cut and
paste" function on the word processor. What they don't tell you in law
school is that the practice of law is
more like a factory of mass production and less like an artist crafting her
masterpiece.
In my remaining free time, I
worked as a research assistant. The
beauty of these jobs is that you final~
ly have an opportunity to use all of
the resources of the library. (Do lL's
truly know how many floors the
library has?). Being a research assistant also gives ordinary students the
opportunity to research issues and
policies with much greater thoroughness than they would in any class-an "opportunity" to do the amount of
research required of a law review
article or moot court competition, but
without the recognition.
Basically, the three things I
learned are:
(1) the defendant is always guilty;
(2) with practice, you can write any
motion in about two hours; and
(3) academia can be great, but you
are stuck with typing your own documents.
ELNA SHAH

As I turn the corner from my subleased Victorian style apartment to
the bus stop, with a banana in hand
and a newspaper conveniently
tucked under my arm, I look down
the hill in anticipation for the bus. It
is at the bottom of the hill and due to

arrive at my stop in approximately
two minutes. I look at the diverse
crowd of people gathered at the bus
stop headed down to the financial
district and am reminded again how
fortunate I am to be working in San
Francisco for the summer. I spent
my summer as a summer associate in
a Big Six Accounting firm working in
the tax consulting group.
Having finished my second year
and having clerked at a large firm in
San Diego during school and the previous summer, I decided that I wanted to explore my options in the legal
field and live in San Francisco for the
summer. My interests are in international and tax law. I was already
exposed to international law during
the past year and previous summer at
the firm in San Diego. Thus, I wanted to further my future career
prospects and delve into the exciting
sphere of tax law. O.K. so perhaps I
am stretching the tax thing a tad, but
nonetheless I decided that the best
place for me would be at a Big Six
Accounting Firm where I would be
exposed to various tax consulting
issues, particularly international tax.
The majority of my summer at
the firm, which is located in the heart
of San Francisco's financial district,
consisted of extensive and entailed
research and memo writing. I feel
compelled to add that it also included long lunches at some of San
Francisco's finest restaurants, going to
several A's and Giants baseball games
during work hours, and other fun
summer activities the firm organized
for us summer associates. Although I
was the only law school student from
USD, I formed positive and lasting
relationships with the other summer
associates. The firm had also
arranged numerous training workshops for us at the beginning of our
summer internship. Some of the
training included Corporate,
International, and Partnership
Taxation. It was uplifting to know
that the firm was investing so much
in us as summer associates.
Not only was my experience at
the firm extremely valuable, but after
work activities kept me very busy
during the summer as well. I started
off the summer by taking salsa and
tango classes and ended the summer
by frequenting various salsa clubs
around the city on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. Most evenings after
work consisted of running along the
marina with a view of the Golden
Gate Bridge, then meeting up with
friends for dinner, drinks, or just to
hang out at a club to listen to good
jazz or a local band. What I loved

most about living in the city was the
fact that I was not one bit dependent
on a car. I was centrally located in
San Francisco and was able to walk
down the street in any direction to
do any one of the numerous activities
I had planned for the evening.
Although; at times, I missed the
sunny skies of San Diego when the
San Francisco fog would come rolling
in, my experience this past summer
was one which provided me with a
good mix of work and pleasure.
CHRISTINA HINDS

I was ecstatic when I found out I
had landed a summer internship.
Ever since I was three years old and
could barely spell I-N-D-I-C-T-M-E-NT I knew I wanted to be a District
Attorney. Being a District Attorney is
very, very cool. While other attorneys can proffer nothing more than a
feeble business card, (and for those
who are extremely pompous, the
laminated mini-diploma), District
Attorneys carry badges. Real, honest
to goodness badges just like the wild
west sheriffs carried. Let me qualify
the last statement by sharing with
you, Gentle Reader, that I worked at
the District Attorney's Office in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
The badge thing could be particularly local.
The Las Vegas District Attorney's
Office is located in the heart of
downtown Las Vegas. The benefit of
this being that during)unch time one
has the option of dining on an array
of 99 items, including the shrimp
cocktail and hot dog.
The experience I gained from my
summer internship far exceeded my
expectations. As soon as I found out
that I would be working at the
District Attorney's Office, I began
fretting that I would be assigned to
the Bad Check Unit. Luckily, I was
assigned to the Criminal Appeals
Division. The four other interns and
I shared an office with seven law
clerks. Our function was to respond
to criminal appeals and petitions for
writ of habeas corpus. My favorite
part was the massive amount of
research and writing that was
required. I responded to almost thirty appeals to the Nevada Supreme
Court, petitions for writ of habeas
corpus, and various motions to the
district court. By working with such
a wide variety of topics, I was able
to learn about all aspects of criminal
law.
Since the District Attorney's
Office is located in the courthouse,
there are always extracurricular activities available. My favorite was
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answers to ~all your lllost profound ·questions
attending arraignments, preliminary
hearings, and trials, but I didn't mind
bumping into old friends waiting in
the line to pay their traffic tickets, ·or
marveling at the number of couples
applying for marriage licenses. (For
those of you who are planning on
eloping, the wait is the longest on
Fridays between 11 and 4.)
In sum, it was really a rewarding
experience, and one which I highly
recommend. I hope all of you
enjoyed your summers and good
luck.
DEREK PRICE

While-most of my friends were
working in ·private firms receiving a
paycheck, I.chose to keep my perfect
record of "volunteerism" intact by
interning at the San Francisco District
Attorney's Office. I worked full-time
and was primarily assigned. ~o the
Homicide Unit. Over the cou·rse of
the summer I conducted witness
interviews and witness preparations
for Grand Jury proceedings, coordinated crime·scene photo shoots with
the Homicide Detail of the San
Francisco Police Department, drafted
and submitted foreign subpoenas for
"uncooperative" Grand Jury witnesses, drafted an opposition to a 995 ·
motion in a homicide trial, conducted
evidence photo shoots with the
Crime- Lab and reviewed surveillance
and interrogation video tapes for trial
preparation. In addition, I was able
to conduct several preliminary hear~
ings and suppression motions involving DUls, drug possessions/sales, and
auto burglaries.
Some of the more memorable
moments-this summer would have to
include my conntless trips to the'
Medical Examiner's Office to consult
with the MEs which invariably
included them taking the opportunity
to introduce me to the victim~ ... up
close and personal. After a summer
of trips to the morgue and preparing
8.5" x 11" autopsy photos for trial
and Grand Jury exhibits, it was somewhat sobering when I realized that
· the sight of a -dead body didn't seem
to phase me. '
'
JOSEPHINE LEWIS

I was fortunate enough to spend
my summer as a summer associate at
one of the largest national firms in
the country. The program was quite
traditional. It provided the summer
associates with numerous social ·
events that allowed us to meet all of
the attorneys in the firm. For example, we participated in outings and
softball games; took a river rafter trip;
.went to Disneyland and Magic

Mountain; had lunch with different
attorneys everyday, and had happy
hour on Fridays. All of our social
events facilitated becoming acquainted with all of the associates and partners, and improved our working relationships with them.
Besides socializing, we ·also
worked hard. - The recruiting coordinators structured our projects around
our interests, and monitored our
progress. They gave us-reviews of ·
our work at least bi-weekly, and
made sure that we had enough projects submitted to be fairly reviewed
by the hiring committee. There are
five departments at the firm, and we
could choose work from one or all of
thos~ departments .
.The summe·r associate program at
my firm gave me a broad base of
experience. Moreove~, the social .
events made me fed more comfortable, interacting with the attorneys in ·
the office. It was a great experience
and I look forward to working .there
·
_after. graduation.

-only do I get enough credits to be a
part time student this semester, at
least ten people have noticed my tan
in the last week. As I am sure you _
already know, in many parts of the
world, having a decent tan is even
more important than having enough
money to pay the rent.
HASHEM KAROUM

This summer I was an interri with
the Staff Judge Advocates' office of
the Army at Fort Lewis, Washington.
I got the position through the oncampus recruiting program here at
USD last _Fa.IL The program is open
to both first and_second year law stu~
dents, but the competition for first
year slots is ipore fierce:
I strongly recommend the Army
su_mmer program to anyone who is
considering a career as a lawyer in
any branch pf the military. The pro-.
gram -is designed to give law students .
a look·inside the life of a JAG officer.
As .a summer intern with no obliga~
tion for future military service, I was
encouraged to participate in Fort
MAYA LEE
Lewis' physical training program, and
Looking ahead at my last year of
was required to work only an eight
school (ever), I am damned glad that
hour day. Unlike working for other
I went with the well-traveled interngovernment agencies, I was provided
ship route this summer. · ·
with a laptop corripllter, access to onSure, I could have tried to get a
line research services, and had a '
paying job at a law firm, b.ut I chose
mentor to answer questions. I.was
not to do so. However, I chose to
encouraged to :vvork at 1UY own .pa~e:
get academic credit for my internship · Each intern rotated through three ··
at the San Diego Superior Court. .I
divisions of the office. I had the
wa~ assigned to a wonderful and
opportunity to work with the Trial
very experienced judge in the crimiCounsels (prosecutors), Legal
nal division, the Honorable Norbert
Assistance Attorneys, and Claims
Ehrenfreund.
Attorneys for three ·weeks ·each.
Perhaps the best thing abo
I spent quite a bit of time
program was that l was able tc
researching and drafting brief ben.c h
memoranda for the; judge, to facilitate • choose the post where I work1
chose Ft. Lewis, which is near
, his rulings on motions, objections
and Mt. Rainier. Thi1
Olympia;
and the like. Occasionally, the Judge
the Army also ha_d spots for ini
would ask me for a more detailed
in Hawaii, Germany. and Kore
memo regarding a particularly interesting legal issue. For the most part, _ catch is you. have to pay the o
getting there. Once you re<j:€h
however, I observed everything that
assignment the position is paid
went on over in Department 18. I
If you.are interested in the
watched numerous courtroom protary, the Army program offers ·
ceedings, including both jury ind
the chance to .learn more abou
bench trials, sentencings and motion
while having a great summer.
hearings. The judge also allowed rrie
to sit in on "behifld-the-scenes" sideMICHELLE BAKER
bar and chambers conferences, in
As we know, finding a job in San
addition to the "public" proceedings. ·
Diego is tougher than ever, thus, I
It was a faseinating and highly edu, spent this past summer clerking for a
cational experience, a-s I had so
·large firni in Las Vegas. (For Nevada,
many opportunities to watch trial
a large firm con~ists of 30-46 attorattorneys at work. It turned out that .
neys). All in au, it was a .very valureal attorneys do not actually behave
able experience. I learned more in
anything like I would have expected
one summer clerking than I,have in
from law school classes ...
two years in the classroom. •
In ariy case, I am very happy that
The opportunities I had in Las ·
I decided to take the judicial internVegas
were great. Naturally, I spent
ship (for credit) this summer. Not

most of my time researching and
writing. I had the opportunity. to
write everything from research memorandas to pleadings to trial briefs.
More importantly, I was able to go to
court on several occasions and see
attorneys in action. I was also able
to attend depositions and strategy
meetings. These are the types of
things a student just does not get in
school.
As a summer clerk, I was able to
experience what it is like to actually
work in a law firm. Our firm had
various departmentS which specialized in different areas of law. I was
assigned to the general insurance
defense law department: I a:ls~ came
to realized that hours worked does
not equal hours billed. I think this is
one aspect of being a lawyer that
will really shock first year associates
or first time clerks. When a firm
states that they expect-an attorney to
bill 2000 ho{irs a year it may take a
herculean effort to accomplish. At
times I found myself working ten
hours but only getting. credit for five
hours of billable time. It was often
very frustrating.
· Las Vegas does offer a lot of
recreational activities outside of
work, too. Naturally, most of it
revolves around the night life and
casinos. But it offers a good opportunity to get to know your co-worker~. I became friends with several of
the attorneys at my firm because I
had the opportunity .to go out for a
drink or a bite to eat after work with
several of them. It provided a quick
and easy way to get to know everyone personally in a more relaxed
atmosphere. ·
What most appealed to me about
a career in Las Vegas is that one can
quickly make a name for oneself.
Although the city has about 1.5 million people the legal community is
still relatively small. My firm is ·the
~econd biggest firm in Nevada and
there are only approximately 30
attorneys. True, San Diego is not a
legal metropolis, but Las Vegas offers
the opportunity to quickly become
one of the legal glittorati.
MARK STENSON

The question of what to do during summ~r posses an interesting
dilemma for many law students. The
carefree undergraduate ·days are over,
yet the law education still follows the
tradition of a long break during the
summer. There are many things to
do, both pertaining to s'c hool and a
law career and not related to law or
education. Everybody has their own
ideas and doubtle_ss you will hear or
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Movie rev·i ews herald·t·h e death knell
-

By Dan Aynn
Well. the sunimer is over, and ·so
ends the barrage of summer blockbuster releases. Some of the following films were good, but most were
not. Here is what I thought.
1 = pay to see it; 2 = sneak into it; 3
= rent it; 4 = cable; 5 = avoid it like
the plague.

,

.

.

.

-.

Spawn - 5.

away? I have never seen ·such horrifemotional wreck of man who .was
ic, utterly painful overacting since,
once a dedicated teacher, Is good.
well, The Pest. I do not really want to Eventually the downward spiral that .
Directed by Mark A.Z. Dippe and
relive it so let me just say this: The
Jackson's character is on leads him t0
starring Michael Jai White, Martin·
story was already pretty confusing, but ·Situation that is a cross between·Stand
Sheen, John 'teguizamo and Theresa
· \vith Leguizamo running .around as a
and Deliver and Falling Down.
Randle, this film is based on a Todd
fat blue, hideous, mumbling clown,
Ultimately the film ends in a scene
McFarlane's popular comic book ere"
not only did I stay confused, but I did stolen from The Deer Hunter. If you
ation. The film is about White's char~
not even want to -know what was
haven't seen ariy of the films just menacter, a U.S. government mercenary
.. going on. ·· By the way, what the hell
tioned: rent them before you even
who is on his last )ob before he quits,
think about seeing this one.

Conspiracy Theory =2

G.J. Jane = 2.

___(.,..-

Directed by Ridley Scott and starring Demi Moore, Viggo Mortensen,
Anne Bancroft and Jason Beghe, this
film is about a female attempting to
.make_it through Nary _SEAL training
camp.
This film is an enigma; the name
makes it sound like a comedy, the
trai~ers make it look like a drama, but
it turns out to be not much more than
a pretty decent action flick.·. I did find
some comedy in Moore's implants. AS
for the ·drama, I went in expecting a
film full of anti-male sentiments, similar to Scott's Thelma and Louise, 'about Among other things·, Demi gets a new do.
women trying to integrate into one of
the last all-male bastions, military
Well it turns out that the operation is
happened to Martin Sheen's career
combat. Instead, I saw a film more
really just a set;up by hisboss, played· (Badl~nds,_ Apocalypse Now)? Like
about individualism than sisterhood.
by Sheen, so that White's character
sons, like father.
Bancroft plays a bitchy Texas
: wilT be killed and can then joi,n the ·
Senator who champions integration of devil's army. Once in hell, White's
187 =
women into combat duty while filibus- character makes a deal with the devil:
tering on a top military appointment.
He agrees to lead the devil's army so ·
Directe9 by Kevin Reynolds and
that he may see his wife again.
·
Moore plays a surgically altered lieustarring Samuel L. )ackso~ and Karina ·
tenant looking to advance her stag- •
1 don't care how much thought
Nfoyave, this fi.lm is about a tea~her
nant (because of her total lack of
and money the makers of this film
who's motto is, "if you ca'n't teach 'Gm,
spent on depicting what hell is like
combat experience) military career.
kill 'em.": Jackson plays a Brooklyn ·
· because I know.they are wrong. Hell ·. ·high school teacher who gets stabbed
The film boils down to Bancroft as a
is not some fiery .hot house of pain
powerful woman looking to use
by one of his .stude11ts. so he do~s the
run by the devil (who looks like a big
another woman to get ahead, and
logical thing: recovers-froq-i his injuries
·
Moore as a tough woman struggling to dog in this film). HeU is sitting
and moves to Los Angeles to become. ·
advance her career.
through one hour and, thirty-seven
a substitute teacher in. a .school equal·
·
minutes of this movie.
Once Moore's character jumps at
ly as dangerous as the place he left · ·
I have heard the following excuse:
the chance to be a SEAL, theJihn '
behind.
·
This film .had to walk the fine line of
sharply shifts into an action flick.
Because l feel obliged td, I will
pleasing both·the fans of the comiC
From there on out it is just one scene
tell you that this film is direcied by the
book and those unfamiliar with it.
after '.another of the SEAL trainees getsame poor guy whose name is
ting the crap kicked out of them, with ·Well I tell you what, I was unfamiliar
attached to Waterworld. Nevertheless,
with the comic book before this
Moore's boobs constantly and oddly
try 'to go into this movie with an open
movie came.out and now I curse the
noticeable.
mind. You do not .actually need to ,
damn comic book for spawning such
As the Command Master Chief in
have ~ny preconceiv~o notions ·about'
a piece of crap movie (no .pun intendcharge of training, Mortensen steals
the .di~ector to find plentjr of things to
ed). Just because a .bunch of comic
the show with his brooding nastiness,
1
hate about this movie.
book reading freaks like a particular
Village People mustache and shortActua~ly th~ fih;p looks pretty cool.
story does not mean that the rest of us
shorts. Ultimately the tension ·
ft is stylistic, hyper-rell- and somewhat
between Moore and Mortensen's char- the will enjoy seeing a film .based on · claustrophobiC;._ Lots of shots of he.a t
it. There is a reason ·comic books are
acters comes to a head iri a brutal
~ising fro~ the· pavement, yellow-tint~
only read by a relatively small group
fight scene.
ed shots of graffiti, and tight close-ups
of devoted fans, it isbecause they
Did I mention the implants? Talk
of Jackson's sweating mug depid
suck and•those fans are losers.
about bad special effects.
place that ·1ooks a lot more. like hell
Computer generated special effects
than that computer crap from Spawn..
does not equal a good movie.
Jackson's acting, as a physical ~nd
Why won't Leguizamo just go

4

a·

Directed by Richard Donner and
starring Mel Gibson, Julia Roberts and
Patrick Stewart, this- mm is about a
New York City taxi driver who has
countless paranoid theories which he
shares with the hapless passengers in
his cab and the five subscribers of his
newsletter. ·Gibson's character is also
strangely in love with Robert's character, a U.S. Justice Department attorney.
Anyway, one of Gibson's theories
hits. a ·nerve with the government
high-ups and the action begins.
Actually; the action is nothing new,
basically just a bunch of stolen ideas
from the likes of The Manchurian
Candidate, Taxi Driver, Chinatown,
Marathon Man, Die Hard and The
Three Stooges.
Let us look a Gibson's career:
cop-turned-nutcase in Mad Max and
The Road Warrior, nutty police officer
in Lethal Weapon 1-3?_nutty royalty in
Hamlet, nutty cowboy in Maverick,
nutty medieval .Scotsman in Bravehart,
and a concerned father-turned-nutty
vigilante ·. in Eansom. This must have
been the mo1!t challenging roles of his
career, nutty cab driver, As far as
Roberts is concerned, there are plenty
of tight as a· kiss dose-ups in a favoF
able light that reminded me of how
.they used to have to show Cybil
Sheppard in that great eighties television show Moonlighting.
As.for the plot, there plenty of
· holes left unfilled 'regarding how the
bad guys were getting away·with what
. they were doing, etc., which I find
pretty offensive.. The whole love story
· between Roberts and Gibson's characters .is totally prepostemus. Real-life
versions of Gibson's characters are
smelly, slobbering imbeciles who are
armed to the te.e th and have houses
full of "cou.sins" because they insist
the distinctions between daughter, sister and m9thei'._ are a false cpnstruct .
propagated by New York liberals
(Woody Allt'!n notwithstanding).

-~
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of a summer past
Cop Land= 3
Directed by James Marigold and
starring Sylvester Stallone, Robert De
Niro, Harvey Keitel and Ray Liotta, is
a film about Garrison, New Jersey, a
sleepy suburb outside of New York
City where the all of the city cops
have settled with their families to get
away from the city's crime and noise.
Stallone plays the low key, mildly
retarded, less mildly fat, town sheriff
who is deaf in one ear: Stallone's
character begins .to notice some of the
dirty dealing going on, and must ·
decide how to handle it.
Besides Stallone's newly added
girth, there is 'also tons of fat in the
script that needs to be trimmed away
to fine tune the sometimes murky
plotline. In ~ll fairness , with this cast,
this movie was set up to .be a let
down . Despite the all around good

acting, the film could have been
much better but the story kind of fizzles when it should have exploded.
The biggest problem with the sub-par
plot is that it offers little .distraction so
that the audience is left looking at the
identity of the actors instead of focus- ·
ing on the characters. Perhaps t
should have been called "Actor Land"
instead.
While I·do not want to give away
the movie, I will tell you· that when
the big controversy hits, rest assure
Stallone's character does not go into a
maniacal rage and start hacking up lite
tle children. Instead ·he does what
every caricature-turned-serious~actor
does: He runs home and ponders his
existence to the tune of some new
Bruce Springsteen song and conclude_s
that nobody is going to take him seriously if he is fat, disabled cop who
stares off into the distance . . Now that
is drama.

a

Pro·Bono ·and
PILF reach .out

By Michelle Baker
Under the supervision of attorneys,
students assist .domestic ·violence
USD has always maintained a
clients in obtaining restraining orders
great commitment to legal public
interest programs. Two ·major proand other legal documents, explain
the legal process, and make referrals grams here are the Public Interest
'to social support agencies.
Law Foundation (PILF) and. Pro Bono
In PBLA's Guardianship Cliriic,
Legal Advocates. Both programs offer
· students assist clients acting in propria
students a chance to gain valuable
persona in completing the ·necessary ·
legal experience.
PILF is a non-profit organization
paperwork and legal -documents to
founded by T,JSD students to promote
obtain guardianship.
public interest law by providing felPBLA also has a mediatio!l program,
low students with education, volunStu(jents ,a re_trained by the San Diego
teer opportunities and scholarships for Mediation Center and USO law propublic interest work. PILF recruits ·
fessors to be mediators at Small ·
and trains USD law students to assist
·claims Court, Students learn to idenattorneys in providing comprehensive
tify each party's interest, listen activelegal services foi;: persons with AIDS
ly, and develop strategies for resoluand HIV and for low-income families .
tion. Upon completion of traili.ing,
the students become certified media~
PILF will also provide 3 Summer
Grants to USD students who secure
tors able to mediate disputes -and
internships in the Public Interest field.
draft _a greements. ··
. .
. Many returning students will be very
This is just a small sampling of
familiar with PILF fundraising events
.the programs PBLA has to offer.
such as Monte Carlo Night,
There is also a beach clean-up proOktoberfest, the Harbor Cruise and
gram; an AIDS home visit program; a
the Pub Crawl.
civil rights clinic; a food packaging
Similarly, Pro Bono Legal
and delivery program; a high school
Advocates (PBLA) is a student-run
mentoring program and a juvenile
organization that provides opportuniprobation program as well.
ties for students to donate their time
To contact Pro Bono Legal Advocates
and talents to the community through
call 260-4600, ext. 8728.
various programs.
To contact Public Interest Law
The Domestic Violence program
Foundation call 290-4600, ext 4341 .
has been very popular in past years.
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VAGUELY RELEVANT COMEDY
(Ode to·''You-Know--Who'') -

Although a lucky few have already read this, it is a helpful parable for those who have not. Much may be 'learned from reading
it carefully. The following is from the University of Chicago Law
School's parody, sung to the tune-of Gloria Gaynor's "I Will
Survive:"
At first I was afraid
I was petrified
When I heard my name .in class I tried to run -and hide
I stuttered and I stammered and I got the answers wrong
But I grew strong
,;
I learned how to get along
So you came back -- to call
me
· You asked rhe Rule 11 and I answered 15(c)
To late to change my answer and too soon to rush the door
I opened up my mouth and rambled half-an::.hour more

on

So now when ·I get the chance
I volunteer '
I shout out fror;n the front row even when the answer's clear
I never.seem to tire of the sweet and soothing ring
Of my irritating voice and rriy constant babbling
Ohno not I
I will reply
_
.As long as there's question I will raise my hand up high
I can lecture you on Hand
I rriight mention Adarand
I will reply
I will reply
Hey hey

a

H took. all the strength I had
list not t© come undone
But I ended up monopolizing Civ Pro I ·
I argued with ·professors in a shrill insulting tone
And now Pm proud
Now I speak my mind out loud
And riow you hear me interrupt again ·
It might be Wittgenstein or Federalist Number 10
Or Rylands versus Fletcher versus Audleyversus Jee
The point is not the subject if.the subject isn't me ·
So now when I get the chance I volunteer
.
I
I shout out·from tqe front row even when the answer's clear
I never seem to tire of the sweet and soothing ring
Of my irritating voice and my constant babbling ·
Oh no not I
I will ·reply .
Even when there's n~ question I will raise my hand up_high
From Antonin's dissents
To "The Cost of Accidents"
I will reply
I will reply
J... will. .. Re-ply!!!"
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Fa vorite People
have heard an endless stream of
advice.- My· advice is to use this time
to relax and enjoy a period away ·
from studying law.
The summer after first year I
took one summer class, Evidence.
Summer classes offer a good opportunity to take courses from visiting
professors. Some of these professors are from better known and rated
law schools. My Evidence professor
was from U.C. Davis one of
California's other top law schools.
Professor Hogan was a great professor. He made up his own text from ·
cases that were well known. The
result was that since I had heard of
these cases, my _interest was peaked
and it was easier to read for the evidential lessons to be learned from
the case. Professor Hogan was also
clear and concise and even managed
a bit of hu mor in what can be a dry
subject. · He was also not adverse to
outings to the·Del Mar race track.
The smaller class load of summer
also provided a d~ance to focus and
provi9ed a G.P.A. raising opportunity. In addition to the class, I held a
non-law field job. My first year summer was a way to get ahead on the
second year and take a break from
the. rigors of first year.
I took the attitude of using the
summer to relax my way into my
third year. If this was to be my fast
summer for the next twenty. or thirty
years before getting a "real" job, I ·
was going to take full advantage of
it. I did work but the majority was
for the painti~g business I started
before entering law school. This job
was mainly outdoors and was a great
break from sitting indoors and writing or studying. Actually, it is a
relief to know that I have something
to do if I do not immediately find a
law job after graduation. I also spent
a large part of the summer traveling.
Through playing rugby I had the
opportunity to go some place in the
United States or abroad every t.Wo
weeks. My theory was that I would
probably not have the chance to do
this again once .I start a career in law
and start "settling down". I am not
suggesting that everyone take up·
rugby, but take advantage of actually
having a summer that can be free to
. travel and do some of the things that
will be difficult to do later. Finally, I
did have some experience this summer in the law field. I worked for a
real estate investment company.
Mainly my job consisted of doing
title searches, easement checks, and
zoning law reviews. This was a
good experience as far as showing
me what I liked doing and what!
did not particularly enjoy. I was
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continuedfrom p.1 7
offered this job by a guy I was an
undergraduate with. The resume
drop at school is good but the positions are limited. In reality, the connections you make and who you
know are important, so be open to
opportunities.
This is just one view of summer
break. The main point is: do not
feel guilty for actually enjoying it.
PINT WARRIOR

For my summer clerking experience, I worked for a small firm in
Bakersfield. For those w ho have not
been to Bakersfield, it has earned the
well-deserved reputation of the
"Armpit of California." Aside from
movies and country music, there is
little to do in -Bakersfield. And people from Bakersfield have been
known to physically melt from the
boredom, the or a combination of
the two. Therefore, to cope with
these elements, people in Bakersfield
must drink a lot of strong alcohol.
One night the firm took the
clerks drinking at an event they
called "Choir Practice." As the alccr
hol took effect, I J:)egan bragging ·
about how much I could drink.
Little did I know that the bartender
was a former secretary with the firm.
As the evening wore on, the attorney, and more so, the secretaries,
bought µie several strong drinks.
Eventually, I left the bar found an _
alley and proceeded to release some
of the toxins from my body. I then
decided to pass out on a street corner. .When I awoke, I decided to
walk back to the office. to get a more
comfortable rest. However, I got lost
walking in the completely wrong
direction, and four hours and fifte<m
miles · later, I found iny car. I was
sober, frustrated, tired and angry. By
mid-afternoon the next. day, every- '
one at work had heard my tale of
woe. The· following ·is a poem one
of the attorneys wrote about my
plight. Curiously, 1 have not
received an offer from the ·firm .. .
"The Night I Got Drunk in
Bakersfield"
"I got drunk one night in a
Bakersfield bar,
Couldn't find my friends, couldn't
find my car.
Too much tequila and 151,
Couldn't find my way home when
the night was done.
·

I started out walking, nothing else to
do,
Just me, a vagrant; and a hooker or
two.
· I lost my direction, lost track of time,

Ended up on Union by the
Bakersfield sign.

for Marcos Camacho law, which has
as its sole client the U.F.W., my
fathers only advice to me was to do
good work for the farm workers. I
I sat down on the curb and wanted
to cry,
drove up to the U.F.W. office in
Watsonville feeling a little bit of
Until I heard a voice from up on
high.
apprehension because I'd never
It might have been Elvis or maybe
worked in a law office before. My
only similar experience had been
Buck Owens,
But _more likely the last of the alcohelping the fictional Mr. Frimble in
Lawyering Skills!
hol flowing.
My_ legal internship began with a
6 day intensive training in a windowSon, said the Voice, you listen to me.
You'll find your wayback, this I
less room that was also used to store
guarantee.
food for the farmworkers . Lawyers
But next time you get drunk at Choir
from Marcos Camacho and volunteers from the community brought us
Practice,
up, to speed on the labor law that we
Recall where you·are, and no, it's not
Kansas.
would need and on the strawberry
union organizing campaign. We
With the rising sun, I at last fou nd
learned that we were involved in the
·largest (mion organizing campaign in
my bed,
the United States. We were also
And went to work that day with a
pounding head.
given a briefing on the large number
But despite thd e events, I'll still of unfair labor practice charges that
claim that I'm able
the farmworkers had brought against
To drink everyone at the office under
the growers.
the table!" ·
·
By the next.week we were all
involved in the heart of the campaign. My first assignment was to
RAY ESTOLANO
draft two memorandums that would
· The sun had not yet risen and
the wind was cold, when I went to
form a legal foundation for a class
action·that my supervising attorney
the strawberry field . A work unit of
was bringing on behalf of the farm
about 30 farm workers was already
workers.
bent over picking the berries. -They
By the second week, I'd begun
l:iad another nine and a half hours
to handle some of my own cases
left to go iri their typical 10 hour
under my attorney's supervision. I
workday, but looking at their faces I
filed a complaint with the labor comcould tell that many of them were
missioner against a grower for refusalready tired. I iooked at the face of
ing to ·pay a workers bonus. I took
a lady close to my mother's age and
declarations to document unfair labor
saw her grimace every time she bent .
practices by the growers. Before
over. I would later learn that she
. long, I was_ intimately familiar with
:worked through her disability
the working of various agencies like
because it was the only way she
the Agricultural Re1ations Board, the
knew to support her two children
Labor Commission, the Agricultural
(her husband had ~ecently passed
Commission, OSHA and the EEOC. I
away). The next face I saw was that
usually wasn't able to see immediate
of an old man wholooked over
'
results, but it was rewarding just to
towards ~e. He w~re dirty ~nd tatsee the hope that our legal help gave
tered clothes, but for a moment, a
the workers. It was also rewarding
certain dignity about him reminded
to go from beil).g an anonymous first
me of my own father, Mario
year law student to being someone
Estola,no.
that the workers referred to with
I thought about how my father
pride as their "abogado(lawyer)
had worked in the fields . He
Estolano!" I did make it clear to
refe!'fed to it as the most desperate
them that I wasn't a lawyer yet, but
period of his life. He'd never
for some reason the title stuck.
worked so hard for so little pay. As
(probably because I loved hearing
I looked over at the old man, I
them call me abogado Estolano!).
_offered a hopeful smile.. I knew that
My most rewarding case was
things hadn't changed that much in
probably that of a man that I'll call
the strawberry fields , but I hoped
Antonio. Antonio was a small old
that the United Farm Worker's strawman that was referred to see rrie for
berry campaign would make a differhelp with his social security claim.
ence for him. .I hoped that I would
For the past year, Marcos Camac_h o
be able to make a difference this
law had been unsuccessfully trying to
summer as ·a legal intern for the
help him get his benefits. Antonio
UFW's law firm.
had
been fired by. his grower 3
When I was selected as an intern
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months before he would have qualified for his benefits. We had an age
discrimination claim filed on his
behalf, but in the mean time Antonio
was having trouble getting by.
Because of his age, it was very difficult for him to obtain work. He was
supporting himself through help from
his son and occasional odd jobs, but
his options were running out.
At first I didn't think that I would
be able to help Antonio, but I was
determined to do what I could. I
spent the next couple of days
researching the applicable laws and
going through his documentation. I
went though his paperwork so meticulously that I probably came to know
more about his work history than he
did, but at the end it paid off. I
found a couple of mistakes that social
security had made in calculating the
amount of time that he had worked.
I can still remember how nervous
Antonio was when we headed to the
social security office with our findings. It was as if he didn't believe
that he could possibly get benefits
after all of this time. He still couldn't
believe it when he heard the social
security official tell him that he would
not qualify for current social security
payments, but that he would also
receive 6 months in back payments
for the time that .he'd waited! Now
that he's -r~~el~~d hi~ first check, I
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think that he's a believer.
When my summer working for
San
Only Law Boole Storel
the farm workers was over, I decided
to make·one last stop in Watsonville
before heading home. The stop was
at a cemetery. At the front of the
cemetery were grand mausoleums,
for
professronats
some of which bore the family names
LAW • MEDICAL • TECHNICAL • REFERENCE
of strawberry field owners. I walked
to the back of the cemetery and after
about an hour of looking, I scraped
Best Prices, Best Selection, Best Service!
the dirt off of a small plaque that was
all that remained of a friend that had
worked in the fields with my father.
His plaque was about half the size of
the frame where I keep my U.C.
Open~~
Berkeley diploma and was doubtlessly
much less expensive.
Softw11re Speci11ls
As I kneeled at the grave site, I
Microsoft Office Professional 97
Corel Wordperfect Suite VS
gave thanks to Mr. Garcia for helping
$ 199.95
$ 49.00
my father through the most desperate
Academic Pricing, Student ID is Required.'
time in his life. I thought about how
difficult Mr. Garcia's life was and
We have a complete Collection of Study Guides & Electronic Casebooks
found myself wishing that we as a
Legalines
Blackletter Law Summaries
society could have done more to
Smith's
Reviews
Casenote
Outlines
allow him the life that we deserved.
TextTour
Audio Tapes
Examples
&
Explanations
Migrant farm workers work harder
CaseBriefs
for Windows
Flolex
Flow
Charts
than practically anyone else in
Final
Exam
Series
Issue Spotting
America and allowing them to earn
Gilhert
Books
& Tapes
decent wages is not a matter of being
Seigel's Exams
Law-in-a-Flash Card or Disk
conservative or liberal, but simply of
Sum& Substance Tapes
being just.
Nutshell Series
Blonds Outlines
Feel free to call me at 425-2174 if
Student's Guide Series
Casenote Legal Briefs
you have any comments or questions
Understanding Series
Emanuel Outlines
about interning for the UFW.
Flemming's Essays

1997 Torts Moot
Court Competition
First and Second Round
Oral Arguments
Wednesday and Thursday,
September 24 and 25, 6:30 p.m.
_San Diego Superior Court
Final Round Arguments
Grace Courtroom
Friday, September 26, 1997
7:00 p.m.
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Unsanctioned sports commentary:
The State of the Game (baseball)
been losing its fan base to sports such like Cecil Fielder make $5 million a
as hockey and soccer.
season for swinging a bat four times a
The latest round of discusnight. It doesn't make sense to have
sions came up with this ingenious
one sport with two sets of rules. I'm
idea. The 16-team National League
sure this plan·is not going to go withwill be divided into four divisions of
out some strong opposition from ·the
four teams each, the 14-team
·Player's Union. A union which in my
American League will be divided into
mind is way too powerful and often
two divisions of five teams each and
makes wrong decisions, such as in the
one of four teams. As for rumors hav- recent Tony Phillips episode. As
ing half the teams switch leagues, I
much as I hate to agree with the
can safely say those are false. There
will be some changes. For instance,
the Angels, A's, Mariners and
Diamondbacks will form a
new and yet unnamed
division within the
National League. Thi.s
way, Jerry Colangelo
will be getting his
wish and those of us
who watch real
baseball (in other
words, National
League baseball)
will get an opportunity to watch and ·
follow players such
as Ken Griffey Jr.
and Tim Salmon on a
consistent basis. Don't
get me wrong, realignment is good for the
game, but only if it preserves the integrity of the
leagues, enhances traditional
rivalries and provides more
intradivisional games.
Another proposal the owners have
Disney
Corporation, the owner of the Aflgels,
discussed which I really like is the
they were correct in effectively bencheradication of the designated hitter
rule. They should never have allowed ing that crack-smoking idiot.
Maybe the game will generate
it in the first place. The only thing
interest ·if it had a real commissioner.
the DH does is to allow fat, overpaid
Since the ousting of Faye Vincent in
has-beens to still play-the game.
1991, the sport of baseball has been
Where else, other than on a baseball
run by a group of avaricious and egodiamond, can you still see someone
tistic owners who seem to have no
respect for the game's history and
even less concern for its future. Do
you realize that acting and "interim"
commissioner Bud Selig has held that
title longer than Bill Clinton has been
President? Last I checked the word
"interim"
in the dictionary, it was
TAVERN
defined as something which is transiOwned and Operated by a Fellow USO Student
tory or between events. As far as the
players are concerned, they aren't
All Domestic Draft Beers
much better. I have never heard of
any union going on strike when the
All Semester Long
average salary of its workers was over
With your USO ID Card!
$1 million. Perhaps if the owners got
Join us Thursdays for ~~ ~l};ij]l IPl1oo~ and Sundays for
off their asses and elected a commis~[f[L ~ll<DOOOOcD ~~
sioner with some power, the kind of
2263 Gamet Ave in Pacific Beach
273-9181 power that is binding and adhered to,

By "EZ Money" Dave Natanzi

As the millennium approaches,
America's national pastime is at a
crossroads. With talks of radical
realigninent, playoff format changes
and other sweeping reforms, the owners of Major League Baseball may be
digging their own graves. In the last
decade or so, we have seen the popularity and integrity of the game dissipate. Some of you out there could
not care any less about the game, specially now that football is under way.
I understand. Baseball can be very
boring, particularly if you are a Cubs
fan and your team is out of the pennant race by June.
Some of you out there who don't
watch as much Sportscenter as you
should probably don't know what I'm
referring to when I use the phrase
"radical realignment." Well, it is actually very simple. Starting next season,
there will be two more teams added
to the League--the Arizona
Diamondbacks and the Tampa Bay
Devil Rays. You are probably saying
to yourself, "why not just put one
team in the National League and the
other in the American League?" This
would balance things out nicely and
make everyone happy, right? WRONG!
The dilemma is that Jerry Colangelo,
the owner of the Diamondbacks,
insists that his team play in the
National League. Thus the birth of
radical realignment. In fact, Colangelo
was given veto rights to support his
demand, much to the chagrin of several owners who continue to wonder
how a team that has never played a
game gets such veto power~ To complicate matters, there are several owners who maintain that they will not
switch leagues even if it will generate
fan interest and possibly raise revenue
for a sport that in the last decade )ias
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the game can once regain its title .as
our national pastime.
For all you gamblers and
sports junkies, it is time to move on
to more pressing issues. Yes, this is
the moment to officially announce the
"EZ MONEY DAVE'S" post-season
picks and predictions. As far as the
junior circuit goes, the Orioles have
already run away with the East title.
Hey Steinbrenner, money well spent
on Hey-dik-hed I-rob-U! Don't worry
Yankee fans, your beloved Bronx
Bombers will make it into the postseason as the wild-card representative.
The Central Division will be a
little tighter but with their
experience and overall
superior talent, the Indians
should hold off the
Brewers. Finally, the AL
West: despite having
, absolutely no relief
pitching, a fact which
will kill them in the
playoffs, I see The Kid
and the Mariners running away easily.
Onto some real baseball particulars: since the
all-star break, two teams,
the Marlins and Dodgers,
have been el fuego. Look for
these two teams to make it to
the NL Championship Series w ith
the Dodgers moving into the World
Series. ·Sorry Giant fans, but it is time
to wake up. Nice little run you had
there! As far as the Braves are concerned, they will still win their division but they will not make it past the
first round of the playoffs. Look for
Houston to wrap up th.e Central
Division finishing with a record barely
over .500. For all you Padre fans, I
have two words for you--pitching
staff. Maybe you can buy one over. the
off-season. Now, for my World Series
prediction. With the recent acquisitions of EricYoung and Otis Nixon,
the Dodgers finally have acquired
what they need to go along with their
big foursome--Piazza, Karros, Mondesi
and Zeile. With those two setting the
table and a solid pitching staff, the
Dodgers will take the 1997 Crown in
six games from the Orioles. One last
prediction. Look for Mike Piazza to
win the NL MVP award over Larry
Walker. Even though Walke r will end
up with better numbers, the fact is he
still plays in a iittle league ballpark
and is not as valuable to the success
of his team as is Piazza.
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The LRC is Now the Proud
MORENO,
D.
From Direct Action to
Action:
Owner of These Great New BOOks Affirmative
Fair Employment Law
PAU~

Compiled by Franklin A. Weston
Head, Public Services

BLACK, CHARLES L. A New Birth of
Freedom: Human Rights, Named and
Unnamed. Presents a powerful case
for reviewing and renewing the basis
of our most important human rights.
BUSSIERE, ELIZABETH. (Dis)Entitling
the Poor: 1be Warren Court, Welfare
Rights, and the American Political
Tradition. Explores Western political
thought from the 17th through late
20th centuries and draws on American
social history from the Age of Jackson
through the civil rights era of the
1960s.

CONLEY, PATRICK T, ed. The Bill of
Rights and the States: 1be Colonial and
Revolutionary Origins of American .
Liberties. Provides a concise overview
of the evolution of American individual rights from their English origins
through Congress's adoption of the
Bill of Rights.
CRAY, ED. Chiefjustice: A Biography
of Earl Warren. Offers a fresh view of
the bitter rivalry between Richard
Nixon and Warren, and Nixon's role in
undercutting Warren's presidential bid.

HOEFLICH, M. H. Roman & Civil Law
and the Development of AngloAmerican jurispridence in the
Nineteenth Century.
ng Liberty from the Gold Rush to the
Guilded Age. Shows how Field
[appointed to the Supreme Court by
Lincoln] ascended to such prominence, what influenced his legal
thought and court opinions, and why
are both very relevant today.
KLABER, WILLIAM. 1be Murder of
Robert F Kennedy, the Trial of Sirhan
Sirhan, and the Failure of American
justice. Challenges the official
assumptions and conclusions about
the Robert Kennedy political murder.
KREML, WILLIAM P. 1be
Constitutional Divide: 1be Private and
Public Sectors in American Law.
Offers an original reinterpretation of
American Constitutional development,
tracing the evolution of the private
and public sectors through the Magna
Carta, Edward I, Coke, Blackstone,
and others, and·assessing the impact
of the English sectoral divide on the
U.S. Constitution.

CURRIE, DAVID P. 1be Constitution in
Congress: 1be Federalist Period 17891801. Analyzes from a legal perspective the work of the first six congresses and of the executive branch, with a
view to its significance for constitutional interpretation.

LEHMAN, GODFREY D. We the jury:
1be Impact ofjurors on Our Basic
Freedoms. {Great jury Trials of
History.} Demonstrates the validity of
the American constitutional republic,
in which the people hold sovereign
power and express their will more
effectively by delivering verdicts of
conscience than by voting.

GOSTIN, ·LAWRENCE 0. Human
Rights and Public Health in the AIDS
Pandemic. Demonstrates that human
health cannot be maintained without
respect for the dignity and rights of
persons, and that human rights cannot
be deemed adequate and comprehensive without ensuring the health of
individuals _and populations.

LIEFFERINK, DUNCAN. Environment
and the Nature State: 1be Netherlands,
1be European Union and Acid Rain.
Investigates the dynamics of the
"Europeanisation" of environmental
policy and concludes that the domestic environmental policies of relatively
"green" Member 'States are actually
affected.

HAGEN, MARGARET A. Whores of the
Court: 1be Fraud of Psychiatric
Testimony and the Rape of American
justice. Reveals how expert psychological testimony is a total fraud and
uses many court cases as examples.

MacCORMICK, D. NEIL, ed.
Intetpreting Precedents: A Comparative
Study. Examines the place of judicial
precedent in ten-different countries
and in the European Union.

HELMHOLZ, R. H. 1be Privilege
Against Self-Incrimination: Its Origins
and Development. Shows that the
privilege played a limited role in protecting defendants historically before
the 19th century.

MERCURO, NICHOLAS. Economics
and the Law: From Posner to PostModernism. Makes clear that Law and
Economics is not a homogeneous
movement by illustrating the several
competing and yet complementary traditions of many economie institutions.

and Policy in
America, 1933-1972.
Monitors the ongoing tension between two polar-·
ized views: the "disparatetreatment" vision, which
favors individual rights and
color-blind, merit-based
personnel decisions; and
the "disparate-impact"
vision, which argues that
racial discrimination is
institutional, subtle, and
unconscious and therefore
warrants race-conscious,
group-based action.

NERHOT, PATRICK. Law,
Writing, Meaning: An Essay in Legal
Hermeneutics. Provides analogical
reasoning as the starting point for
analysis of the nature of legal interpretation and develops a hermeneutical
stance on questions of reality, truth,
and rationality.
O'NEIL, ROBERT M. Free Speech in
the College Community. Asks "Should
speech on the university campus be
freer than speech on the streets, in the
malls, and in the parks?" and offers
many examples of problems that confront university administrators today.

SCHALLER, BARRY R. A Vision of
American Law: judging Law,
Literature, and the Stories We Tell.
Draws on examples from American literature in presenting an analysis of
the legal aspects of several major
problems facing our society.
SHREVE, SUSAN RICHARDS. Outside
the Law: Narratives on justice in
America. Explores the difference,
through personal essays, between true
justice and the law.

SNIDERMAN, PAUL M. 1be Clash of
OUTWATER, ALICE. Water: A Natural Rights: Liberty, Equality, and
History. Presents the story of the sym- · Legitimacy in Pluralist Democracy.
Focuses on modern Canadian politics,
biosis that existed between the couninvestigating why a country so fortutry's water, the land from which it
nate in its history and circumstances is
springs, and the life the two support
on the brink of dissolution.
together.
PERRY, MICHAEL]. Religion in
Politics: Constitutional and Moral
Perspectives. Addresses several fundamental questions about the proper
role of religion in the-politics of a liberal democracy, including constitutional and moral questions.

PUGLISI, MICHAEL]. Diversity and
Accommodation: Essays on the
Cultural Composition of the Virginia
Frontier. Stresses the importance of
cultural pluralism in backcountry society and the need to replace stereotypical images with realistic conclusions
based on a detailed case-study
approach.
RHODE, DEBORAH L. Speaking of
Sex: 1be Denial of Gender Equality.
Examines the most fundamental causes of women's disadvantages and the
inadequacy of current public policy to
combat them.

TROTTER, MICHAEL H. Profit and
the Practice of Law: What's Happened
to the Legal Profession? Examines the
histories of the eight largest law firms
in Atlanta, Georgia, and similar firms
around the country.
TUSHNET, MARK V. Making
Constitutional Law: Thurgood Marshall
and the Supreme Court, 1961-1991.
Describes Marshall's approach to constitutional law in areas ranging from
civil rights and the death penalty to
abortion and affirmative action.
ZELNICK, BOB. Back Fire: A
Reporters Look at Affirmative Action.
Looks past the good intentions to how
affirmative action really works in such
areas as voting rights, employment,
minority set-asides, mortgage and
insurance regulation, and education
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HOW TO ENROLL
FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

To enroll in your first year,
you need only place a
$50.00 down payment
tow11rds the BAR/BRI
course tuition. Th is
$50.00 down payment
entitles you to all of the
First Year materials and
allows you to attend
all of the First Year
Review lectures.

SECOND YEAR &
THIRD YEAR
REVIEWS

FIRST YEAR
REVIEW
The first year of law
school will likely be one
of the most confusing
and demanding academic
experiences of your life.
Join BAR/BR! in your first
year and take advantage
of our (Jnique program of
law school preparation.
The BAR/BR! First Year
Review Volume contains
comprehensive, concise
black letter law outlines
designed to help you cut
through th!'l fog of detail
and give a clear view of
the overall picture. Subjects
covered include Civil
Procedure, Contracts,
Criminal Law, Property,
and Torts.
The First Year Review
program also includes a
final exam lecture series
and the Study Smart'"
Software. The lectures,
delivered by nationally
recognized experts, will
provide invaluable assistance in understanding
the black letter law.
The Study Smart'" Software
contains outlines and
practice questions which
further help you prepare
for your final exams.

As a BAR/BR! student you
can continue to benefit
from our arsenal of outlines
and lectures. BAR/BRl's
second and third year
program is specifically
tailored to second and
third year courses.
As in the First Year
Review, second and third
year students can also
take advantage of presen:
tations by our national and
local lecturers given just
prior to exams. These
lectures give a complete
and thorough overview of
many of your second and
third year classes.

MULTISTATE
PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY
EXAM
The Multistate Professional
Responsibility Exam wili
likely be your first
encounter with the Bar
Exam since California
allows you to take the
MPRE while you are in law
school. Many students
take the MPRE during
their second or third year
of law school.
BAR/BRI gives you complete
preparation for the MPRE
with a lecture, substantive
outline, the Study Smart~
software and practice
exams. A comprehensive
four hour lecture reviews
the scope, substance and
techniques needed to tackle the MPRE.
BAR/BRI provides a detailed
substantive outline written
by Professor Richard Wydick,
which covers all aspects
of the MPRE exam.
Additionally, students receive severa( MPRE practice
exams contalning actual
MPRE questions released
by the National Conference
of Bar Examiners with
analytical answers.

SECOND & THIRD
YEAR STUDENTS

To enroll in your second
or third year. you need to
place a $100.00 down
payment towards the
BAR/BR! course tuition.
This entitles you to the
BAR/BR! outlines and
allows you to attend
any of the BAR/BR! Early
Bird Lectures.
Students who previously
placed a $50.00 down
payment in their first year
need only pay an additional $50.00 to receive
updated material and
attend the second and
third year lectures.
Students also have the'
option of placing a
$500.00 down payment
to receive substantive
outlines plus the Capsule
Summary Mini-Review
and the M.B.E. Testing
Workbook.

1 ~800-995-5227

. http://www.cabarbri.com
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